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ABSTRACT
THE SALIENCE OF PARENT EDUCATION FOR ADOLESCENTS:
GENDER AND GRATIFICATION ORIENTATIONS
by
Katrina H. Miller, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1979
Major Professor:
Department:

Dr. Gl en Jenson
F amily & Human Development

The purpose of this study was to test the relevance
of parent education for high school students in terms of
interest, concerns, expectations and experiences of the
adolescents regarding children. The ability to delay gratification and gender served as independent variables.
Weaver's (1977)

"Adolesce nt Interest Survey" was admini-

stered to 179 high school st udents e nrolled in three
different programs in semi-rural northern Utah.

These pro-

grams were objectively classified to represent two leve ls
of ability to defer gratification.

Regular high school

stud en ts, male (N=51) and female (N=52) were treated as
"deferrers of gratification".

Potential dropout students,

Males (N=26) and females (N=23) and females enrolled in a
young mothers program (N=27) were treated as "nondeffers".

Because regular high school students may be "de f errers"
only because of family and other pressures, and because
there may be governing situational differences which would
otherwise render the student in potential dropout programs
and young mothers programs, the sample was again divided
subjectively on the basis of response to whether or not
the subject planned on
high school.

co~t~nui~g

his education beyond

A "future education" group, males (N=48)

and females (N=55) and a "non-education" group, males (N=
30) and females (N=46) was devised to compare differences
of responses in terms of subjective ability to defer
gratification.
Three constellations of null hypotheses dealt with
significant differences in (1) e xpressed parenting
interests;

(2) expectations of child development; and (3)

experiences with childre n.
Results yielded interesting paradoxes.

(1)

Although

young mo thers are the most interested and most exper ienced
of all the groups, their e xpectations of child development
were the most liberal and unrealistic.

(2)

Although

females are more interested and experienced than males,
males have the more r easonable expectations of child
development.

(3)

Although "non-deferrers" of gratification

expect to marry and have children at an earlier age than
"deferrers ", "deferrers' prefer spouses and children as an

x

adult priority, while "non-de ferrers" prefer the things
that money can buy--a car and a house.
The survey indicat ed that ado l es cents have relatively
little or no interest in "children", and only mild int eres t
in marriage and parenting.

More interesting and relevant

a r e present and self-referenced topics:

money, pursuing

a vocation, physical development (we i ght, h e ight, complexion), clothes (girls) and sports (boys).

Th e future

and othe r-r eferenced goals of ed ucati on for parenthood
programs are presented as inappropriate for the adolescent
who is more concerned with pimples and the present.
(120 pa ges )

xi

INTRODUCTION
The entire history of the human race teaches us that the
family unit is the best way for men and women to live their
lives, the best way to raise children, and the only solid
foundation upon which to build a strong nation. (p. 35)
Jimmy Carter (1977)
Pr es ident of the United States
Our task must be to do more than l ead a government that
tolerates family lif e or pretends to be neutral about it.
We must help shape a society which nourishes families and
helps them grow strong and flourish. And there is no more
important task.
(p. 1)
Walt er Mondale (1978)
Vice President of the United
States
Former Chairman of the Senate
Subcommittee on Children and
Youth
Let US accept without reservation that trained parents are
eve ry child's birthright and a sine qua non of our society.
(p .

272)

T. H. Be ll (1975)
U. S. Commissioner of
Education
Concern for the lack of programs to train parents
coupled with alarm over statistics on teenage parenting,
divorce among those married prior to age 20, and the abuse
and neglect of young children prompted the current federal
impetus in deve l oping programs to disseminate training for
parents. States are rallying to the support of such programs .

Alarm for the rising statistics reflecting the

need for parent education programs creates incentive for
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such programs as is currently being developed by the State
of Utah, "R esponsible Parenthood".
Adolescents are the beneficiaries of the bulk of these
programs.

"Exploring Childhood ", the major governmental

agency developed curriculum, is used in 2,300 schools, 350
colleges and universities, and 400 community agencies
throughout the country and in 38 sites in for eign countries
(Morris, 1977).

It reaches some 60,000 students around

the United States and Canada alone (Felt, 1977).
Edward Zigler, former director of the Office of Child
Development sa id, "I have long believed that the development of a child does not begin the day he is born--or at
age three--but much earlier, during the formative years of
his parents" (School

&

Society Programs, 1977, p. 6).

In

response to the rising statistics that federal and state
a uthoriti es, professionals trained in family and human relations, and parents find so alarming, the philosophy of
urgency of parent education seems to be that "an ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure."
Programs such as "Exploring Childhood" have been
specifically developed for the adolescent who exists within a pre-parent developmental moratorium.

Such a moratorium

is an opportunity for the adolescent to open his or her
door to the future, to discover who she or he is, and to
move forward subsequently in the direction of intimacy,
generativity, and integrity (Muus, 1968; Erikson, 1968,
1975) .

These are the very virtues required for effective

3

parenting (Mal ony , 1978).
Other adolescents have at least partia lly closed
their doors to futur e success , curtailing the range of
their life-choices by ente ring parenthood prematurely, or
by dropping out of school.

Out of 152,973 total secondary

enrollment in the State of Utah for the 1976-77 school year,
3,248 students dropped out (Annual Statistical Report,
1976-77 ) .

Traditionally, adolescent parents have been

banned from education. As late as 1960 in an NEA poll ,
close to

5~/o

of all teachers polled felt that married boys

and girls should be excluded from regular school (Atkyns,
1968).
Today, federal and state programs extend the range of
life-choices for the drop out, the potential drop out, and
the adolescent parent in the form of services such as employment, e ducati on , medical care, and counseling.

In its

National Directory of Services for School-Aged Parents,
the

~ational

Alliance Concerned With Schoo l Aged Parents

(1976) identifies some 12,000 agenc i es to assist the adoles cent parent.

Federal programs such as the Compr ehe n sive

Employment Training Act (CETA) and the Work Inc e ntive
Program (WIN) have been developed to ass ist the drop o ut
in obtaining employment and vocationa l training.

Drop out

prevention programs administered by state boards of ed ucati on
attempt to identify and prevent possible premature exit
fr om school.

4

The q uest i on has been posed by de Lissovoy (1978) and
weaver (1977), "I s parent educa ti on a white e l ephant in
the classroom"

Cohen (1 9 73) and Mal o ny (1978) would

answer, "yes".

Th e basis for the ir arguments rests in

the int e rests and deve l o pmental tasks of adolescents.
We aver (1977) inv est igat e d some of these conce rns for
the viability of par ent ed ucation in her survey of adolescent interests, conce rns, expectations, and exper i e nces
regarding par e nting educati o n and the skills invo l ved in
parenting.

She found that ad o l es c ent inter es t in parent-

ing education assumed a "back seat" to more current interests, such as sports, clothes , money, the opposite sex,
and physical appearance.

Int e r es ts expressed in parenting

var i es with the sex of the respondent (girls are mor e
int erested ) and the perceived entry into the adult world ,
in t e rms of both expected age of marriage and parenting
and the choic e of vocation ove r educat i on.

The less the

pe rc e iv ed distance fr om parenting , the more int erest expresse d.

In addition, she found that experience with

children does not guarantee the attainment of knowledge
about children.
For some adolescents, the need for parent education
is more immediate.

Weave r's (1977)

"employment oriented"

samp l e , or those students wh o indicated they planned on
working after high school, rather than pursuing further
e ducati on , indicat ed that they planned on marrying and
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becoming parents at much earlier ages than their " education
oriented" counterparts.

Young mothers and students in \

drop out prevention programs (non-educationally oriented).
although they probably wil l be parents at earlier ages.
even during adolescence. e njoy no major government sponsored
program to educate them on parenting skills.
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to develop some implications for parent education from the bases of data measuring interest in parent education according to gender and
ability to defer gratification.

If Cohen's (1959)

definition of "deferrment of gratification is correct. or
"the subordination of present hedonistic satisfactions and
immediate impulse to the pursuit of long-range goals".
then persons in young mothers programs and drop out prevention programs will be labelled "non deferrers" and
their interests in parenting ed ucation and knowledg e of
children will be compared with regular high school students.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Need for Parent Education
Children are America's future.

The quality of life

for , children in America leave,s much to be desired.

The

1970 White House Conference on Children provides statist ical indicators of problems that could at least be partially
alleviated with increased parenting skills (Kruger, 1972).
*Infant mortality rates in the United States are
higher than the rates in 12 other major developed
nations. (p. 1)
*Among pre-school children in the United Stat es in
1968-69, the diets of 51% of boys and 56% of girls
were substandard in Vitamin A.
(p. 1)
*15,000 children under age 15 die from accidents each
year in the U.S. (1966); another 19,000,000 children
are injured severely enough to seek medical care or
restrict their usual activity. Most accidents involving children occur at home. (p. 1)
*Among children aged 5-14 surveyed in 1963-65 in
the U.S., one in four had never seen a dentist. (p. 1)
*The number of children under 18 years of age involved in (affect ed by) divorce and annulments in
the U.S. in 1965 alone was estimated at 630,000.
(p. 1)
*Although statistics are incomplete, child abuse has
become a problem of critical concern, with more than
one third of surveyed cases affecting children three
years of age and younger. (p. 1)
The secondary school system, in striving to educate
its students in those skills which will adequately prepare
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them for adult lif e , fr e qu ently places more emphasis on
s kills that a r e more socially rewarding than pare nting
skills .

Krug e r

(1972) observed,

The r e is more emphasis by State and local school
systems upon the sa tisfactory completion of a driver
education course by s e condary-school students than
there is a similar emphasis upon the satisfactory
completion of a par e nthood educat ion course. As
important as good driving ski lls are to the prevention of deaths, injury, and property damage on
the nation's highways ; the maneuver ing of a modern
automobile is n owh ere near as significant, or comple x, as the rearing of a child in modern society
(p . 3).
Ce rtainly, if secondary school syst e ms do not p lac e
more emphasis on driver training than parent education,
more adolescents certainly do.

Getting a driver's licens e

is pr obably the "rite of passage" in American society,
a nd the r ewar ds inh erent in having that plastic document
a r e mor e p e rceivable t o the young p e rson who has grown up
within th e value structure of American Society.
Br onf e nbrenner stated,
Whe n families become as important to Amer ica as
footballs and fir earms, the divorce rat e will turn
downward, school achievement will rise, and juve nile d e linqu ency and vandalism will cease to be
national problems (C obe , 1977, p. 114).
In no other group of parents, is the need for increased
parenting skills more pat e nt than in the case of the
ado l escent parent.

If the child is born to adolescent

parents, his problems ar e complicated.
is " a Ma j or Pr oblem for Minors" (Green

Teenage pregnancy
&

Lowe, 1976).

"Minors" include the teenage par e nt and his or her offspring.
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*Pregnant teenagers run a four to five times higher
risk of pregnancy complications than a woman in her
twenties (Menken, 1972). The main problems are toxemia,
perinatal death, and prematurity (Jekel et al., 1975)
which involve risks of mental retardation and physical defects for the infants (Honig, 1976).
*In 1974, the proportion of children born illegitimately to white teenagers was 21% and for non-white
teenagers 73% (Baldwin, 1976). Two thirds of all
teenage pregnancies are unintended, and one half of
all births to teenagers are unintended (Alan
Guttmacher Institute, 1976). This means that around
half of all children born to adolescent mothers
enter the world fatherless and unintended.
*If the child is not fatherless prior to birth, he
most likely will be fatherless short l y after. Nye
(1976) suggested that 8~1o of marriages in which the
bride is under 16 will end in divorce (excluding
those end ing in separation or desertion). The Alan
Guttmacher Institute (1976) reports that thr ee in
five pregnant teenage brides are divorced within six
years.
*Osofsky (1973) found that compared to data for the
population at large, children of adolescents face
guarded social prognosis and poor educational attainment.
No on l y the child is affect ed, but the parents
well.

as

Trussell (1976), McLaughlin (1977), and Ins e lb erg

(1961) review the social consequences of early childbearing and marriage in terms of l ess schooling, increas ed
poverty and dependency, increased levels of childbearing,
and l ess employment among the wives. Burchinal (1963)
stated that the evaluation of early marriage both objectively (divorce and separation data) and subject i vely (selfratings) point to greater stresses in youthful marriag es .
This is because, he adds, not because of early marriage
per se, but because of factors associated with young age
such as low status backgrounds, limited education, meager
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economic basis, and a need for continued parental support
for most youthful married couples.
These problems afflict a high proportion of our
society.

In 1976, 124,354 babies were born to parents who

were both adolescents (under age 19)

(Monthly Vital

Statistics Report Supplement, March 29, 1978).

Twenty one

percent of all live births in the country occurred to
mothers in age range from 12-19 (Alan Guttmacher Institute,
1976).

One girl in every 10 is a mother before her 18th

birthday (Nye, 1976).
What is Being Done
Although education for parents has been traced back
as far as the early 1800's (Brim, 1959), education for
future parents is a relatively modern innovation.

The

first course in marriage and family was offered to college
students in 1927 (Lazelere, 1975).

By the late 1950's,

marriage and family courses were offered in about 75% of
all colleges and universities (Lazelere, 1975).
Dager and Harper (1959) provide a definition of the
somewhat ambiguous scope of family life educat i on in public
high schools.
Family life education is the teaching of dating and
courtship; implications of early marriage; love and
romance; preparation for marriage; implications of
being husband-father, wife-mother; sex educa ti on;
and marital adjustment as related to the personal
and social responsibilities of a family (po 385).
A number of surveys examining the enrollment, topics,
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t e acher s , and methods of family lif e courses have b e en
carrie d out at the stat e leve l

(Baker & Darcy 1970; Bayer

& Nye, 1964; Dager, Ha rpe r & Whit e hurst, 1962; Landis,
1965; Mason, 1974; Howells, 1 968 ).

Dating and courtship,

personality development, family relationships, marriage,
child development, and budgeting are the topics most frequently discussed (Weaver, 1977).

The entire gamut of

topics related to family life education are generally
given less than a year of consideration.
found that

6~/o

Howells (1968)

of family life teachers in Utah were teach-

ing less than 6 weeks of family life a ye ar.

Generally,

family life education i s e ither an elective, or a course
taught on a unit basis.
Cours e s and units d e aling specifically with child
development and parenthood are also offered.

Kerckhoff

(1976) and the Family Coordinator family lif e educa t ion
panel defined "parent e ducation" as educating future
parents on childrearing or e ducating students on the
physical and psychological development of children.
One such program is "Growing Children" developed by
Charles Jones (1973).

The development of the child--

physically, mentally, socially and emot ionally and parenting issues such as discipline, arguments, responsibiliti es
for children, adjustment required by birth of a child,
ways to answer children's questions and fears are the main
foci of this program.

Students are encourag ed to vis it
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day care cent e rs and nursery school, but direct involvement with children is not an integral part of the program.
A program at the Gaithersburg High School Child Development Laboratory emphasizes direct involvement with children.
After six weeks of study and practical preparation, high
school students assume immediately the teaching role in
the nursery school class (Kruger, 1972).

The teacher-

supervisor serves as a resource-support person, and much
of the advice on operations comes from peer conferences.
The days of the week are divided into distinct learning
periods for the adolescent as a teacher, as an observer,
as a researcher in child development, and as a curriculum
planner .

On the fifth day of the week, when the school

is not in session, the adolescent evaluates the week's
experiences with the teacher and the other students.
High school students in other departments are involved
also in parenting type of experiences.

Industrial art

students construct and maintain climbing equipment.

Aut o

body student s keep tricycles and wagon in good repair.
Youth studying speech practice storytelling; drama students
put on plays; music students demonstrate instruments and
teach songs; and horticulture e nthusiasts help the preschoolers plant a garden.
In 1977 the Board of Education, State of Utah adopted
a new set of graduation requ ireme nts (Rowley, 1978), making Utah one ou t

of five other states reqLliring that
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educati on for parenthood be offe r ed in all high schools
in the state (Sullivan, 1978).

Major funding was provid ed

by the state l eg islatur e , and presently a new program,
"R esponsibl e Parenthood " is being piloted in sev eral
school districts in Utah.
Because this program is still in the developmental
phases, specifics as to c ourse content are unavailable.
The basic scheme for d eve lopment of l earning experiences
include budgeting skills, und e rstandings of human growth
and development, skills and und e rstandings of leadership
and followership, skills and understandings of freedom
and responsibility, und e rstanding and expressing love,
skills and insights in int e rpersonal relationship,s and
thinking and d e cisi on making skills (Rowley, 1978).
Programs in Mt. Desert Island, Maine; Los Angel es ,
California; Dallas,

Texas ; Battle Cree k, Michigan; and

Salt Lake City, Utah are discussed by Kruger (1972).

He

not es that whi l e th ese programd do indeed contribut e to
parenthood edu cati on obj e ctives, they are insufficient
because (1) they reach only a smal l fraction of those who
will event ually need par e nthood ed ucation (2) the quality
of content and methodology in many instances is lacking,
particularly where the ado l escent is not given experience
with children (3) many programs are confined solely to on e
instructional area within the secondary school curriculum,
rather than drawing upon the total resources o f the ent ir e
school system.

For example, the "Respons ible Parenthood "
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program in Utah is chiefly the domain of the home economics
department (R owley, 1978).

Kruger (1972) realizing the

urgent need for parent education in our society stated,
Particularly given the complexities of modern life,
can we as a society continue our "catch-as catch-can"
approaches to training for parental responsibilities;
or has the time come for a more thoughtful, systematic, vigorous approach toward developing our individual and collective competencies and resources
in strengthening this aspect of American Family
Life (P . .1).
In response to the need for a more systematic and
thorough parent education program, Kruger (1972), then
Commissioner of Education, led the federal government into
actively promoting parent education through a new program-"Education for Parenthood".

Three major governmental

agencies--the Office of Education, the Office of Child
Development, and the National Institute of Mental Health
formulated Education for Parenthood.

The mission is to

promote and persuade voluntary organizations and schools
to establish parenthood education programs for all school
youth, male and female, ages 12-18.
Four target areas provide the foci in (1) curriculum
development--in which the "Exploring Childhood" program
has been developed;

(2) technica l assistance;

(3) non-

school based parent education; and (4) public and professional education.
"Exploring Childhood", the curriculum in use at this
time, combines the study of child development with work
with young children on a regular basis.

This curriculum
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represents 6 years of development under the organizations
of Boy Scouts of America, Girl Scouts of the U.S.A.,
Boys Clubs of America, National 4-H Foundation of America,
National Federation of Settlements and Neighborhood
Centers, Salvation Army, and the Save the Children
Federation (Morris, 1977).

Many of these developing

agencies represented a male population (though imbued most
heavily with females), so that the programs and materials
developed would be universal and relevant to all in-school
youth.
"Exploring Childhood " has three purposes:
prepare students for parenthood;
for careers involving

child~'en;

(1)

to

(2) to prepare students
and (3) to prepare students

for citizenship with the responsibility of making daily
decisions that affect children (F e lt, 1976).

It is

designed to promote l ear ning and growth in four major
areas:

concept devel opmen t, inquiry and observation skills,

personal awareness, and interpersonal skills.
In contrast to the massive effort of federal and
state governments to deliver parenting education to the
regular high school student is the lack of concentrated
e ffort to deliver parenting education to those whose need
for it is more urgent.

It is noteworthy that the "Education

for Parenthood" program, with its focus on "non-school"
based parent education, has the capacity to reach out to
these individuals.
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Weaver (1977) found that those students who planned
on entering the job marke t

immediately after graduating

from high school planne d on marrying a full two years
earlier (X 20.5 years) than their counterparts who planned
on furthering their education(X 22.5 years).

Those seeking

employment also planned on becoming parents at an earlier
age (X 22 . 9 years) than those continuing their education
(X 25.0 years).
Kruger (1972) points out the high school-aged parenting is often really a matter of early family formation,
under high risk conditions resulting from or ac entuated
by, inadequate understanding of and preparation for parenthood responsibilities, as evidenced by the high divorce
rate among teenagers when compared with other age groups
in this country .
Lack of education, the result of early family formation
or dropping out of high school, carries with it numerous
other disadvantages such as lack of knowledge and experience,
lack of maturity, low economic base, and a need for
continued economic support by parents (de Lissovoy, 1973;
Burchinal, 1963).

The result is frequently severe frustra-

tion and stress, which can, as de Lissovoy (1973)puts it,
"raise (the) level of irritability and lower (the) threshhold of tolerance when children are involved.

While col-

lecting data on his sample, de Lissovoy (1973) noted that
the young parents were, with few notable exceptions, "an
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intolerant group--impati e nt, insensitive, irritable, and
prone to use physical punishment with their children"
(p .

23).

Using an experimental design, Passman et al

(1977) confirmed that stress does increase the punitiveness
of mothers toward their children.
Young mothers programs and drop out prevention programs
administered by local school districts, along with numerous
programs administered by private charitable organizations,
attempt to counter the adverse effects of premature exit
from school .

Educational and occupational opportunities,

counseling and hot line services, health and family planning
services, daycare, and other forms of supports are available to young people in need of help (Gallagher, 1973;
Furstenberg, 1976; Nelson, 1973; & Christensen, 1977).
These services, however, are inadequate.

Furstenberg

(1976) points out that as limited programs, they can produce only limited results, and that easier accesses to
social resources must be provided.

The Alan Guttmacher

Institute in 1975 noted that only 350 programs for all of
the pregnant school-aged girls in the United States were
in existance.

This few programs are available to assist

the high-risk mothers of 21% of all liv e births in the
country .

In Utah, drop out prevention is available in

less than half of all schoo l districts (Carr, 1979).1
lcarr, Donna. Pupil Personnel Specialist, Utah
State Board of Education. Telephone interview with author.
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In the context of enchancing the quality of parenting
for tomorrow's children, the delivery of services to
adolescents can be summarized as follows.

Because a need

has been recognized, federal and state governments have
combined resources with private organizations to offer
regular high school students effective parent education
and child development courses,

In this case, "lack of

knowledge", rather than maturity, is assumed to be the
h a llmark of poor parenting, and adolescents are offered
e l e ctive courses on parenting and child development to
stay future voids in parenting skills. In the case of the
young parent or the potential drop out, "lack of adequate
resources" is assumed to be the
skills.

halln~rk

of poor parenting

Though existing programs have the capacity to do

so, no cumulative effort on the part of the government
exis ts to administer parent educa tion to potential drop
outs or young mothers.

However, great strides in the

delivery of other types of services to them have been made
in recent years by private charitable societies and l oca l
school districts.

These services attempt to restore health

to young persons and young families whose meager resources
evoke frustration, stress, and the inability to cope
psychologically or temporally with the responsibilities of
parenthood.

Such services lack the breadth to adequately

assist the great numbers of young people in need of help.
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An Examination of Current Methods of Enhancing
Quality of Parenting
Critics of present administration of parent education
claim that there is a mismat ch between adolescent interests
and concerns and the goals of parent education, and that
it is impossible to be able to retain the knowledge and
experience gained in a one semester course on parenting.
Adolescents, they claim, are not developmentally able to
integrate parenting knowledge into their lives.
"The last role that most adolescents consciously wish
to assume and the one that is among the least developmentally suitable for them, is the parenting role" (Cohen,
1973, p. 28).

As evidence, he cites the disruptive effect

that parenthood has upon the lives of adolescent parents.
He emphasizes that adolescents "need opportunities that
help them with the feelings, concerns, and impulses that
dominate their lives at the moment" (po 28).
Adolescent inter ests and concerns.

Studies of

adolescent interests and concerns show that adolescents
are indeed primarily concerned with the here and now and
the rewards of the present.

The future is by no means

irrelevant, but is "crucial as it is absorbed, integrated,
and expressed in current activities and attitudes" (Douvan

& Adelson, 1966, p. 341).
Symonds (1936) developed a fifteen item scale which
asked students to rank the items in order of their interest.
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The list of items inc lu ded s uch terms as health, money,
recreation , study habits , and sex adjustment.

Each item

was defined by a descriptive phras e that accompani ed it.
For example, sex adjustment was defined as love , petting,
courtship, and marriag e .
spe nding, and saving.

Money was defined as earning,

The three primary areas of interest

in his sample of adolescents in g rades 7 through 12 were
recr e ation, h ea lth, and persona l attractiveness.

The major

areas of concern were money, health, personal attractiven ess , study habits, and personal and moral qualities .
Thre e r e plications of this study yie ld ed similar
results.

Harris (1959), Kaczkowski (1962) and Chabassal

and Thomas (1969) utilized the Symond's scale in their surveys of ado l es cent int eres ts and concerns .

For males in

these s tudi es , money , st udy habits, and personal and moral
qualiti es were consistently ranke d among the top four
areas of conce rn.

Re crea tion, money, and health ranke d

as the highest area s of ma l e int ere st.

For f e males, money

was the number one prob l em, and personal attractivene ss
was the number one int erest .

Daily planning of schedules

was the l east interesting topic for both males and female.
Schwartz (1970) and his team interviewed 152 high
school juniors to asce rtain what they most fr e qu ently talked
about .

If "most fr equent ly talked about subject" is a

good opera tional definition of "interest" , than thcse
adolescents ' were primarily interested in
ord e r:

~

in this

self, friends and acquaintances, and authority
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figures.
Few studies have invest igated adolescent interest in
parenting.

More studies have investigated their interest

in "love and marriage".

Dusek and Monge (1977) asked

students in grades 5, 7, 9, 11 and e arly college to list
topics of interest to them.

The 30 resulting categories

were collapsed into 14 broad interest areas.

It is inter-

esting to note that "parenting" was not one of the interest
areas.

"Love and Marriage" was the topic most closely

related to the family.

When these topics were presented

to students to rank in order of importance, eleventh grade
students ranked "love and marriage" as fifth, and twelfth
grade students ranked it as seventh, behind more important
thi~gs

like sports, arts and crafts.

Weaver (1977) found

that interest in parenting increased as the perceived distance from parenting decreased.

Students who anticipated

ear lier parenting were more interested in parenting than
students who planned on parenting at a later date.

Regard-

less of their future plans, both b oys and girls were
general ly more int erested and concerned about such items
as "physical appearance, the opposite sex, mon ey ,clothes,
and sports".

Girls showed more interest in family concer ns

in terms of their future role as wife and their relationship with their family.

Douvan and Adelson (1972) postu-

lat ed that females find their identity as a consequence of
intimacy, and thus their focus of future orientation i s
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more upon the interpersonal aspects o f future life than
the real skills.

Weaver's (1977) study exemplified this.

Boys, according to Douvan and Adelson (1972) are more
concerned with real skills and a vocational future.

The

interests of adolescent boys in Weaver's sample were
generally of a vocational nature.
A few studies have investigated adolescen,t
in "parent education".

interest

All of these studies, however,

suffer from one major methodological weakness in that the
results were obtained in the context of questionnaires
which focused on parenting (Weaver , 1977).
Heron (1952) asked adolescents in England a series of
12 questions about their interest in parenthood training
as well as their view of the need for parent education on
the whole.

A majority (81%) of them believed that in-

struction on parenting should prerequisite actual parenting.

A smaller number (65%) saw it as appropriate to the

curriculum of the secondary school.
school subjects,

5~1o

In relation to other

agreed that education for parenthood

would be more useful in life than many of their schoo l
subjects. When asked if they favored ed ucati on for parenthood courses in school,

7~1o

said they did.

Sixty percent

indicat ed they would gladly read a book on parenthood.
terms of their know l edge l evel ,

7~1o

expressed a need for

more information.
Byles (1975) solicited socially acceptable "yeses "

In
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from 65% of the girls and 36% of the boys when asked if
they would take a parenting education course if it was
offered in their high school.

Essman and Deutsch (1975)

asked 225 high school students (150 females,

75 males) if

they would be interested in jOining a group designed to
teach them better ways of relating to younger siblings. A
majority of the females (83%) expressed interest in joining such a group, while only

4~1o

of the males expressed

interest.
Weaver (1977) p l aced parenting education courses within a constellation of five other courses and asked subjects
to rank the courses according to their preferences.

Only

5% of the males chose "Parenting and Infant Care" as a
first choice.

"Parenting and Infant Care" was a first

choice for 41% of girls who planned on continuing their
education beyond high school, and 6 ~Io of the girls ",ho did
not plan on going on to schoo l.
Many other studies have shown that girls are more
interested in parenting and parent education classes than
boys (Howells, 1968; Weaver, 1977; Kerchkoff, 1977). This
however, does not mean that boys would not be receptiv e to
such a class if such a class were offered and was removed
from the social stigmata attached to males in "home ec".
Kerckhoff (1977) reported that the majority of his sample
of secondary teachers in 44 states (U.s.) and provinces
(Canada) felt that boys '''ho did take the courses in parent
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education were as receptive as the gir ls.

Thre e of the

forty-f o ur teachers polled f e lt that boys wer e more receptive.
Jensen (1977) reported the results of a survey administered
to a group of Boys' Stat e rs at Utah State University.

Out

of his sample of 300, only 10% claimed that they were not
interested in parent

education.

The literature cited demonstrates that adolescents
are mor e interested in the relevant present than in the unforeseeable futur e.

Inter e sts and concerns such as

"health, recreation, money, and physical attractiveness"
subordinate concerns about the future such as planning a
schedule or parenting an infant.

When asked if they would

take a parenting education class, most adolescents replied
"yes"; h owev e r, it is certain that it wouldn't be the i r
first cho ice if more int e r e sting courses were offer e d.
Girls are more interest e d in parenting and parenting
e ducation classes than b oys, and girls who do not plan on
continuing their education beyond high school are the
most interested.

This does not mean, however, that b oys

are not interested, as objective ly (self-report when asked
if they would take a parent education course) and subjectively (teacher's opinions about the boys who have
taken such courses) the lit eratur e demonstrates that they
might respond if certain stigmata were r e moved.
Adolescent's knowledge and attitudes about children.
If parenting education courses are administered to high
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schoo l students in faith that improving their kn owledge of
parenting skills will make them more effect i ve parents,
then it is important to ascertain the initial state of
that knowledge.
Research on adolescent's knowledge and attitudes about
children generally indicates that adolescents overestimate
the child's and the parent's ability to perform, even if
the adolescent has had expe rience with children in the
form of parenting.
English, Katz, Scheflen, Danzig, and Speiser (1959)
investigated high school and college seniors' knowledge
a.bout children and attitudes toward parenting and concluded
that thi s group had a strong tendency toward unr ealistic
expectations (over estimation of time parents spend with
children) and idealized attitudes (unquestioning id eas
about love and devotion).

More than half of the sample

who completed the questionnaire gave incorrect answers to
11 out of 15 questi ons asking for information about generally

a ccepted facts and practices in the rearing of children.
A Purdue Opinion Pane l poll done in 1959 (B e l oort,
Franklin , Maier, & Remmers, 1959) matched opinions about
childrearing of adolesce nts ""ith a panel of eleven child
development experts.

Only questions on which eight out of

the eleven judges agreed on a specific answer were presented for response.

Subjects were asked to rate each

item concerning parent-child relationships for its
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effectiveness in producing good mental health.

Only 64%

of the items were answered in agreement with the panel of
expert judges.
Even being a parent while an adolescent does not seem
to improve this level of knowledge.

de Lissovoy (1973)

studied childrearing attitudes and practices of fortyeight adolescent couples in central Pennsylvania.

The

average age of the mothers was 16.5, and the fathers'
average age was just 17.

Subjects were asked to respond

to when a child could be expected to sit alone, smile,
take first step alone, etc.
unrealistically high.

The parents' expectations were

For examp l e, mothers expected a

baby to sit alone at 12 weeks of age, and fathers thought
that a child should be able to sit alone at 6 weeks of age.
Of course, their own children were not able to meet these
expectat i ons.

Only in the parents' expectations of the

first appearance of the soc ial smile did three of the
mothers and four fathers mention a realistic norm.

For

comparison purposes, these same questions were given to a
group of unmarried seniors att e nding a rural high school,
and the responses were almost identical.

Weaver (1977)

administered the same qu es tions to her sample of adolescents.

Because her results contradicted past research,

she cautions that her results be viewed cautiously as they
may be an artifact of the instrument.

In addition to un-

realistic attitudes about child development, research
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indicates that adolescents have unrealistic attitudes
about child management.
Remmers and Drucker (1951) were the first to investigate adolescents' attitudes toward child management.

Sur-

veying 15,000 high school students across the U.S., Remmers
and Drucker (1951) concluded that adolescent responses
toward qu es tions dealing with the training or disciplining
of children were typically authoritarian and insensitive.
Byles (1975) found this tendency toward authoritarian
discipline in his sample also.

In contrast to the attitudes

expressed by the students in Remmers and Drucker's (1951)
s tudy,

7~/o

of the students in the Byles (1975) study dis-

agreed that spanking was the only way to teach right from
wrong in young children.
~he~£~£t-Q~Rarent

knowledge and attitudes.

education upon adolescents'
Studies on the facilitation that

parent education has upon skills generally indicate that
parent education does improve the level of knowledge in
both the parent and the future parent.

Croake and Glover

(1977) review early studies on knowledge facilitation of
parent education upon parents, and report significant improvement of knawledge.

USing more refined techniques

with greater reliability and validity, current research
affirms that parent education and family life education
can incr ease knowledg e and skills (Angrist, 1975; Croake

& Glover, 1977; Morris, 1977).
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Some question e xi s ts as to whether attitudes are
facilitated by parent e ducation.

Angrist (1975) found that

even though knowledg e was increased, there was no significant change in attitud e in the family life curriculum she
evaluated. Evaluation of the "Exploring Childhood" curriculum indicates that positive changes in attitude as well
as knowledge were attained (Morris, 1977).

Th e dif-

ference in findings may be a result of the curricula involved.

"Exploring Childhood" combines academic ed ucati on

and working experience with children to provide a learning
experience.

Exploring Childhood, National Field Test,

Summary of Evaluation Findings Year Two (1976) reports that
students who engaged in active participatory roles tended
to have highe r r at i ngs in their skills in working with
children.

Those students who had previous child develop-

ment courses tended to take more active rol es with
childr e n.

Weaver (1 977) found that st ud ents who said that

they had shared six or more out of ten list ed activities
with children were more interested in topics related to
parenting.

They discussed parenting more and "ere more

interested in reading books or taking courses on the subject
matter. Yahraes (1977) tested the effects of an education/
intervention program on young mothers and their childre n
living in a deprived environment and found that ed ucation
is very effective in increasing skills and attitud es .
She concluded that materna l a ttitud es and expectations
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hold the key to full development of cognitive skills for
children living in deprived envir onme nts.

Perhaps good

exper i e nces with children, such as in the constructive
cases of "Exploring Childhood" and the education/intervention program described, hold the key to good attitudes.
Parent Education:

To Enhance the Quality

of Li,f e f0r Children
Par e nt education, whether or not it actually

increase~

the knowledge, skills, and positive attitudes of adolesc e nts or parents toward children is meaningless

unless

it can enhance the quality of life for children.
The Education for Parenthood Program, with its "Exploring Childhood" curriculum , is targeted to high school
students, with the primary purpose of provid ing them with
the know ledge and skills which wil l enab le them to become
ef fective parents.

The literature indicates that it is

meeting this goal.

Adolescents can gain an academic

knowledge of parenting skills.
The lit erature also clearly demonstrates that parenting is not a major concern of adolescence.

It is, in

essence, lacking in perceived re l evance. More relevant are
topics such as money, personal appearance, sports, arts,
crafts, and the opposite sex.

Per c eived relevance of

subject matter is a motivating factor in the facilitation
of learning (McCandless, 1970).
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This lack of relevance of parent education for the
adolescent may be not on ly perceived, but actual.

Adams

and Looft (1977) summarize the developmental tasks of
adolescence as:

(1) the acquisition of sex-appropriate

role behavior,

(2) achievement of a sense of identity, and

(3) a personal commitment to some ideology, set of values,
occupation, or life style.

"Learning to Parent" is not a

developmental task of adolescence.
The evidence presented in the literature makes a strong
case for maturity, rather than knowledge and skills, b e ing
the singular most important element in the ability to
ef fectively parent.

Enhancing the quality of life for the

future children of today's high school students would
therefore be not so much a matter of imbueing students with
"knowledge and skills", but assisting these students in
working through the developmental tasks of adolescence.
Such a program, described as a "pre-parent education", is
discussed by de Lissovoy (1978).

Such a program would

"facilitate the adolescents' resolution of the identity
crisis; assist the adolescent in his move towards the
identification of occupational choices and an ideological

conunitment. 1I
Adolescents seeking freedom from parental control
are not the prime prospects for the ass.imilation
of tasks of parenthood. The goals of a pre-parent
program oriented to adolescent development should
center around issues of self, and values within a
d e mocratic milieu. (p. 331)
Cohen (1973) believes that in order to provide education
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for adolescents that will have some impact upon their
future, it is important to respect what is on their minds
and not to intrud e with what others, especially those with
the perspective of the adult generation, believe they ought
to be thinking or planning.
Malony (1978) points out the ineptitude and incompatibility of parent education with adolescents, and stresses
the importance of generative models in teaching parenting
values.
Can parenting be taught to youth? Probably not, if
one means thereby a didactic course with classroom
assignments. Youth are asking different questions
and they do not primarily learn values through textbooks or lectures. Most certainly yes, however, if
one means thereby a style of lif e grounded in the
importance of service and sharing. youth will catch
these e xamples and emu lat e these persons, be they
natural parents or not. (p. 126)
Malony (1978) emphatica lly stresses that "to parent"
is not just a verb or an action following biological
father-or-motherhood, but is is a value.
parenting", claims Malony, "is service ".

"The essence of
(p. 124).

Summary
What the 1 iterature seems to be saying is this:
Adolescents have enough problems and concerns and developmental tasks of their own to worry about someone elses
problems, concerns, and deve l opment. Their interests,
therefore are justifiably self-referenced and presentoriented .

Parenting, with its requisite qualities of
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generativity, service, and " o ther-ness" is incongruous
with their needs and wants.

parenting does involve

skills, which can be taught in a classroom and retained to
a limited extent •. The biggest favor that educational
systems and society can do for adolescents and their
future children is to prepare them with maturity and the
ability to serve others.

In layman's

terms, this in-

volves "keeping them in schoo l" and "he lping them grow
Upll •

There are within our high schools today thousands of
students who will not utilize their high school experience
as an opportunity to work through the developmental tasks
essential to effective parenting.

In the high schools of

Utah, there were 3,248 such students out of a total of
152,973 who dropped out of high school for pregnancy and
othe r reasons (Annual Statistical Report, 1976-77). The
literature is not so bountiful in its exp l oration of the
needs of these adolescents regarding education for parenthood .

The stance of this st udy is that all adolescents

need preparation for parenthood, and the interests, expectations, and experie nc es of all future parents regarding children should be exp l ored .
For students who will not avail themselves of the
developmental moratorium provided by society and prepare
themselves with maturity prior t o

childbearing and rear -

ing, different strategies must be invoked to facilitate
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effect i ve parenting.

The lit eratur e has d e monstr ated that

the ir problems are complicated and involve a resource
deficit, as well as a know l edge d e ficit.

Cook and Blau

(1978) stated,
The rising incidence of t eenage parenthood in the
American population suggests that they first and
foremost should b e the targets of parent education
programs and also of other direct forms of support
services (p. 237).
Present administr a ti o n of services to adolescent
parents are given after the fact of parenting.

Conolly

(1978) points out some of the we aknesses in our present
system of delivering services to young parents.
It is difficult to believe that moral outrage and
Band-Aid social services are preferred over preventing pregnancy. But the Child We lfare League of
Amer ica, for e xample , h e ld a r e gional confer e nce
in March, 1977 sponsoring 74 workshops discussing
child welfare and not on e program focused on h ow to
prevent adolescent pregnancies. Not one wo rkshop
solicited recognition for the young father of kept
babies. Vituperation and services after the fact
are d emonstrably inade quat e and ve ngeful (p. 43).
The most topical solution to preventing pregnancy and
subs e qu e nt early family formation is disseminating inf or mation about birth contr o l and abortion .

This is, in many

respects, an insufficient method of dealing with a vital
pr ob l em.

First, cultural norms in many areas of the

country, including Mormon Utah, proscribe both the t eaching
of sex e ducation or birth control informati on in high
school and abortion as a "solution" to a problem pregnancy_
Secondly, having and keeping a b aby during adolescence is
frequently a matter of choice.

"Teaching" ad o lescents about
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birth control, or persuading them, frequently against the
mores of their parents, that abortion is an acceptable
alternative to having a baby would be a frugal
tre at symptoms tha t do not eve n exist.

attempt to

Thirdly, a s

Furstenberg (1977) points out, in the case of the "supermotivat ed " adolescent a nd the adolescent who receives
adequat e social and educati o nal services, having a baby
can have a "happy ending ".

Though ado lescence pregnancy

is a problem in most cases, it can be dealt with efficiently
and effective ly by methods other than termination.
A solution that would treat the causes of e arly family
formation ( rather than symptoms that mayor may n ot e xist)
in addition to pr ovid ing support services for those in need
is needed.

Such a soluti on wou l d require the identifi-

cation of those most vulnerable t o early family formation,
that "tr eatment" or services might b e r e ndered that would
help the m b e come good parents.
Wh o are the vu lnerable to ea rly family formation?

The

Alan Buttmacher Institut e (1976) reports that 6 out of 10
adolescents today are sexually active.

But on ly lout of

10 adol e sc e nt girls b e come mothers prior to their 18th
birthday (Nye, 1977).
What is it that makes the difference between adolescents who do become parents at an early age and adolescents
who d o n ot.

Bruce (1978) suggest e d that "futurity" was a

key h ypoth esis to b e tested in answering this qu es tion.
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Those for whom futurity is l ow will generate a high
rate of childbearing during adolescence; similarly,
among adolescents who have a well developed sense of
the future and who trust their ability to make plans
toward it, childbearing will be less likely (p. 78).
Deferrment of Gratification
"An individual's cognitions concerning the content,
placement, and unfolding of relevant events in his past,
present or future"

(p. 317), the definition given the term

"time perspective" by LalTll1l, Schmidt, and Trommsdorff (1976)
may describe a salient difference betvleen the adolescent
who does form an early family and he who does not.

Weaver

(1977) demonstrated that the future cognitions and plans
of students who did not plan on furthering their educati.on
were more present-oriented than those who did, and that
these same students planned on marrying and becoming
parents at a much earlier age than their educationally
or1ented counterparts.

Mischel (1973) suggested that

future time perspective is a cause or correlate of the
tendency or capacity to delay rewards.

Frequently, d e lay

of reward is referred to in the literature as "deferrment of
gratificat1on. "
Cohen (1959) defined the deferred gratification construct as "the subordination of present hedonistic sat isfactions and immediate impulse to the pursuit of longrange goals"

(p. 28).

Young mothers and those who have

been judged to be potential drop outs indicate a t endency
to not "subordinate present h edonist 1c satisfactions and
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irrunediate impulses".

Empirically, it has b een d emonst r at ed

that "delinquents" (part of the popu lat ion with drop out
prevention programs) have less ability to defer gratification than normal adolescents and that their time p e rspective is more "pr ese nt oriented"

(Davids, Kidder

&

Reich, 1962; Barndt & Johnson, 1955).
If knowing the int eres t s , concerns, experience, and
expe ctati ons o f n o rmal adolescents pertaining to parent
e ducation and par e nting int e rests can improve the effectiveness of the ad o l es c ent as a futur e parent, then knowing
these same things about the adolescent who is at high risk
for early parenting might enable social and curriculum
planners to meet the special n ee ds of this population.

METHODOLOGY
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to test the relevance
of parent education for high school students in terms of
interests, concerns, expectations, and experiences of
adolescents regarding children.

Implications from the data

were developed for parent educat ion.

The ability to defer

gratification and gender served as independent variables.
Ability to defer gratification was defined primarily on
the objective basis of assignment to one of three programs indicating "d efer" status (r emaining in schoo l) or
"nond efer" status (potential drop outs or young mothers).
S e condarily, def e rrme nt of grat ificat i on was defined subjectively by response of the subject indicating "defer "
status (d esire to continue education ) or "nondef er " status
(d esire to not continue education b eyond high school).
The Sample
The sample consists of students in two school districts
in semi-rural areas of Northern Utah.

The criteria in

se l ecting these districts were (1) districts were large
enough to produce a useable sample within the potential
dropout and young mothers programs and (2) districts were
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accessable to researcher.

Comparison of the data gathered

from the different school districts by the F test yield
no significant differences, and demonstrated that the two
populations were homogenous.

An objective sample of de-

ferrers/nondeferrers of gratification was devised from the
following groups:
1.

Regular high school students, males (N=5l) and

females (N=52).

Because these students are still in school

they will be dealt with initially as "deferrers of gratification" .

2.

Potential dropout students, males (N=26) and fe-

males (N=23) .

These students have been judged by school

administrators and themselves to lack the interest and/or
the ability to succeed in regular high school and are considered high risk for premature exit from high school.

On

the basis of behaviors from which such a determination is
made, these students will be initially considered as "nondeferrers of gratification."
3.

Students enrolled in a young mothers program,

females (N=27).

Early childbearing is a manifestation of

some lack of interest or ability to defer gratification,
and will be considered as "non-deferrment".
Because assignment to a program in school may be the
result of family and other pressures rather than behaviors,
the students were again divided subjectively to determine
ability to defer gratification.
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1.

"Future education" , males

(N~55).indicated

(N~48)

and females

that they planned on "deferring"the mone-

tary rewards of a full time job in favor of obtaining an
education after high school.
2.

"Non-education", males

(N~30)

and females

(N~46)

indicated a preference for that monetary reward of full
time emp l oyment after high school graduation, rather than
delaying gratification for a possibly greater future reward.
This subjective sample is not synonymous with the objective sample.

Included within the "future education"

group are 78 regular high school students (41 males, 37
females); 14 potential dropouts (7 males, 7 females); and
11 of the young mothers.

Thirty-five percent of the "futur e

education " group were not regular high school students.
The "non-education " group consisted o f 25 regular high
school students (10 males, 15 females); 35 potential dropouts (19 males, 16 females); and 16 young mothers.

Fifty

percent of the non-education group consists of regular
high school students.
Further biographical data on the samp l es is found in
Table 1 which indicates that the only siginificant difference found between the subsamples was in religosity.
Regular students are depicted as the most religious, and
potential dropouts as the least re ligi ous .

Table 1
F-t e st Analysis of Mean Blographical Data
of all Subsamples
You ng
Regular Students Potentia l DropoQts Mothers Future Education Non-educati on
Males Femal es
Males Females
Males
Females Females Males Females
N=48
N=55
N=30
N=46
N=51
N=52
N=26
N=23
N=27

Item
Age

16.9

16. 8

16.9

16.8

17.1

17.0

16. 8

16.7

17 .0

Grad e

12.0

11 .7

11.5

11.5

12.0

11.9

11.7

11.8

11.8

3 .0

2.5

Religosityl

2.3*

1.9***

3.9**

3.3**

2.2 **

lMean is derived fr om the following key:
(1) very religious:
religious: (3) slightly religious; (4) not religious

3.5***

2.9

(2) moderately

*p < .05
**p < .01
***p < .001

w
I.!)
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The Instrume nt
The instrument consisted of a revised edition of
Weaver's (1977)

"Adolescent Interest Survey."

The re-

vision , accomplished by the researcher, graphically abridged
the survey from eight pages into one page (legal size
paper, both sides). This purpose of this abridgement was
to make the survey mor e appealing and l e ss arduous to the
subject.

The survey is referenced in appendix A.

Seven sections of the survey measured the interests,
concerns, expectat ions, experiences, and attitudes of
ado l es cents regarding children and parent education.
S e ction 1 solicits information on biographical data.
Age, grade, sex , religosity, and baSic orientation toward
gratification deferral/non-deferral were ascertained from
this section.

Objective orientation toward gratification

was recorded by the r e searcher.

Subjective orientation

toward gratification was ascertained on the basis of response to the question where the subject indicated whether
or not he planned to "graduate from bUSiness or vocational
school or college".

Response to the question of whether

or not the subject planned to "get a full time job" could
have also differentiated between deferrers/nondeferrers;
however, many students, particularly females, have no plans
to get a full time job or continue their education.

There-

fore, rather than divide the groups into those continuing
the ir e ducation and those who plan on working, the division
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was accomplished by differentiating b etween those who plan
on continuing with school, and those who do not.
A basic orientation towards acquiring a spouse and
children was also asc e rtained in this section. This was not
u sed as a n independent variable, but might have provided
some interest ing insight had it be e n used as such.

The

subj ects were asked to rank o rd e r spouse and children within a constellation of other adult priorities, car/pickup,
home owne r ship, and r ecr e ational e quipment.

The advantage

of thi s arrangement is to elimi nate contamination of data
me asuring interest in a particular subject by soliciting
me rely soc ially acceptable "yes" from unacceptabl e "no "
responses.
S e ction 2 meas u red interest, via urank order u , in

three groups

of fiv e hypothetical conversation prefere nces .

Within each group, a topic r e lattng to childr e n or parenting was p lace d.

"Younge r br o thers , sisters, or n e ighbors;

futur e roles as parents; and concerns such as whtt kind
of parent I will b e" were measured against other mo re
self and present-ref e r e nced conversational topics such
as the "oppos ite sex, mon e y, clothes, and sports".
S e ction 3 also us ed the rank-order method to compare
int e r es ts in book preferences .

"How to Be a Good Par ent"

and "Making the Most of Marriag e " was placed in juxtap o siti o::J. with other book titles such as "Hobbies for Fun
a nd Profit ", "How to Win Friends and Influence People",
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and "How t o Ge t and Kee p the Job You Want".

"Backpacking

On the Appalachian Trail", this title on Weaver's (1977)
sample was changed to a local title of similar nature,
"Cache Trails".
S e ction 4 compared ranks given by students to two
groups of five possible course preferences. "Parenting and
Infant Care" and "Courtship and Marriage" were compared
with courses such as "Red Cross First Aid",

and

"Drafting,"

liT ennis I I .

S e ction 5 contained a list of sixty concerns of which
the student was instructed to circle all of the concerns
bothering him.

The concerns represented 12 categories.

Each category included five specific problems.
gories ar e :

The cate-

Physical development, money, dating, sex,

courtship, marriage, parenting, friends, family, vocation,
school, and personal.

A key to section five which lists

the problems in each cat e gory is found in Appendix B.
S e ction 6 solicited information concerning the ado l escent's experiences with young children, and his attitudes
about those experiences.

Heron ( 1952) originally used

these 10 activities for young children with students in
England as a method of measuring adolescents' experiences.
This section also included two questions about the frequency of babysitting.
S e ction 7 was used to evaluate the adolescent's expectati ons of the growth and development of children.
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Eight developmental events were described and the students
were asked to indicate the age at which the events occurred.
The last question of this section related to an expectation
of infant behavior.

Section seven was a revision of a

measure developed by de Lissovoy (1973) in his study of
adolescent parents.
The Procedur'e
The questionnaires were administered to regular high
school students in sociology classes.

For students in

young mothers programs and potential drop out programs,
the questionnaire was administered during regular class
hours in a group assembly for the purpose of completing
the survey.
Prior to the administration of the questionnaire,
students were given a letter requesting permissions from
their parents to have the student participate in the study.
As the study was not sponsored by the school districts,
this procedure was required by law.

The letter is

referenced in Appendix C.
After being introduced by the teacher, the investigator
gave careful instructions on the procedures to follow in
completing the questionnaire.

During the fifteen to

thirty minutes it took to complete the questionnaire, the
investigator was present to answer questions and to monitor
the successful completion of the questionnaire.

The
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students handed their comp l eted qu es ti onna ir e to the investigator.
Analysis of the Data
All responses, including biographical data, were subjected to the "F" test f or sig nificance, which t es ts
samp l es of unequal sizes.
All se ctions requiring the student to rank o rd er preferences were subjected to a "rank-significance " t est , which
utilized the chi-square statistic to ascertain the nature
of the ranks.

In addition, the F test was appli ed to each

of the responses l isted on the table, to de t ermine if the
particular ranking given to the particular qu es tion was
significant l y di ff erent from rankings given the other a l ternatives within the group .

Hence, a ranking of " 3", the

median response , is se l dom if ever s ignificant by F test,
but those responses most different fr om the median r espons e
are signif icant .

If the rank order t est det e rmined that

the order of th e ranks was significant, a response that
is significant by F test is outstandingly different from
the other r e sponses within th e group.
For all of the data, the mean response for each subsamp l e was asce rtained a nd t es t ed for significance .
data were generated

Thus

and table d according to mean biog raphi-

cal data; mean predicted age o f life events; mean r es p ons e
t o ea ch rank-order qu estion on preferenc es; mean frequency
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of babysitting, number of experiences, and the enjoyment
of those experiences according to a specified code.

The

mean a e estimated by students in each of the subsamples
at which a specified developmental milestone occurs in
children and was also listed.
The percentages of concerns checked by each subsample
within each of the twelve categories, and the percentage
of unrealistic responses to estimated age of appearance
of developmental milestone (according to a specified code)
was also ascertained and tested for significance.

The

significance of concerns was checked vertically (intragroup differences) and horizontally (inter-group differences).

The Student "t" was used to determine the

significance of unrealistic respones, as the mean in this
case was fixed.
Th e Null Hypotheses
Three constellations of null hypotheses were tested.
Constellation 1:

Differences in

Expressed Parenting Interest
Hl:

There is no significant difference in expressed

interest in acquiring children or spouses in relationship
to other possible priorities on the basis of gender.
H2 :

There is no significant difference in expressed

interest in acquiring children or spouses in relationship
to other possible priorities on the basis of ability to
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defer gratification, defined objectively and subjectively.
H3:

There is no significant difference in expressed

parenting interests when solicited in the contexts of a
course preference, a conversational topic, a book, or a
concern on the basis of gender.

H4:

There is no significant difference in expressed

parenting interests when solicited in the contexts of a
course preference, a conversational topic, a book, or a
concern on the basis of ability to defer gratification,
defined subjectively and objectively.
Constellation 2:

Differences in

Expectations of Child Development
H :
l

There is no significant difference in expectations

of child development on the basis of gender.

H2:

There is no signif icant difference in expectations

of child development on the basis of ability to defer
gratification, defined objectively and subjectively as
described .
Constel lation 3:

Differences in

Experience with Children
H :
l

There is n o significant difference in experience

with children on the basis of gender.

H2:

There is no significant difference in experience

with children on the basis of ability to defer gratification, both objectively and subjectively.
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H3:

The re is no significant difference in attitud es

about the exp e ri e nces had with children on the basis of
gender.
H4:

There is no significant difference in attitudes

about the experiences had with children o n the basis of
ability t o defer gratification, both objective l y and subjectively .

RESULTS
Time Perspective
If an individual's cognitions concerning the relevant
events in the future is actually a cause or a correlate
of the tendency to delay rewards as Mischel (1973) suggested, then this study should demonstrate that there are
differences between the expectations of "nondeferrers" and
"deferrers" of gratification concerning ages at which they
will acquire adult rewards such as full time job, education,
spouse, and children.

It is expected that this difference

will be that "nond eferrers " expect to acquire these things
at an earlier age than "deferrers".

On the basis of

Weaver's (1977) study, it was also expected that females
expect to acquire a spouse and children at an earlier age
than males.
The data in Tables 2 and 3 indicates that all of the
above expectations were found to be significant.
"Nondeferrers", both males and females, both from a
subjective and an objective reference, plan on getting a
full time job sooner than "delayers" .

Because 50"/0 of the

non-education group consists of regular high school
students, these data suggest that regular high school
students who are themselves "nondelayers" on the basis of

Table 2
F-test Analysis of Mean P redicted Age for Life Events of
Subsamples 20mpared by Gender and the Ability to
Defer Gratification Defined Objectively
Event

Regular Students
Males
Females

Get a full time job

20.1**

19.2

17.4*

Graduate from business or
vocational school or
college

24.4***

21.S***

20.0***

21.6

20.2***

Get married

22.7***

22.0

22.S

21.8

17.0***

Have first child

2S.0***

23.S*

23.6

23.1

17.1***

*p<.OS
**p<.Ol
***p<.OOl

Potential Dropouts
Males
F ema les
17.8*

Young Mothers
Females
19 . 5

(according to ability t o defer gratification)

__ p<.OS
===p<.Ol

(according to gender)

==p>.OOl

oJ:>
.0

Table 3
F-test Analysis of Mean Predicted Age for Life Events of Subsamples
Compared by Gend er and the Ability to Def er Gratification
Defined Subjectively
Event

Future Education
Males
Females

Get a full time job

20.1**

19.2

17.7**

18.6

Graduate from business or
vocational school or
college

23.8* 'k

21.2***

00.00***

00.0***

Get married

23.1***

21.2

21.5

19.8***

Have first child

25.0***

22.5

23.5

20.4***

*p<.05
**p<.Ol
***p<.OOl
__ p<.05
__ p<.Ol

Non-education
Males
Females

(according to ability to defer gratification)

(according to gender)

==p<.OOl

U1

o
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educat ional orientation plan on gett ing a job at an ea rli e r
age than those who plan on furth er ing their education.
Whil e future educati on females plan o n getting a j ob sooner

(X

=

age

19. 2) than males

(X

=

age

20.1), non- e ducation

oriented females expect to get a job later
than mal es

(X =

(X

ag e

=

18.6)

17.7).

Ev e n "nonde f er" males from a n obj ective reference who
indicat e d that they planned on furthering their ed ucation
beyond high school d e monstrated this directional difference
in expected age at which the y planned on graduating from
college or vocational school
males

(X

age

=

24.4)

(X

age

20.0) than "de lay"

( see Tabl e 2).

This would ind icat e

that the ir e ducation will probably consis t

of vocational,

rather than a cademic training, and tha t they wi ll b e eligible f o r the full-time job market sooner.

Ther e were no

such significant differences found b e hleen the females of
the two samples.

Howev er , b etween males and females,

sig nificant differ e nc es e xist in that females plan on
comple ting their education earlier than males.

Among

regu lar high school stud e nts, there is a difference of
about thr e e years in e xpected age at which males and females expect to graduate from busine ss or vocational
school.

This diff e r e nc e may be mor e pronounced in this

geographical l ocation than it would be in others, because
of expectations for future L.D.S.
missions f o r males.

(Mormon ) proselyting
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"Nondefer" non-education males and females plan on
marrying much earlier than their future education oriented
counterparts (see Table 3), and consequently also expect
to have their first child earlier.

What is interesting is

that females in every case plan on having children sooner
after marriage than males, and that potential dropout
males plan on having their first child sooner after
marriage
school

(X

(X

1 .1 years) than males attending regular high

= 2.3 years)

(see Table 2).

It is significant that potential dropout femal es plan
on marrying earlier

(X

age

(K

=

=

(X

age

=

21.8),

having children earlier

23.1) and having children sooner after marriage

1 . 3 years) than females attending regular high

s chool who plan on marrying on the average at age 22.0,
having their first child at 23.5 years, and waiting 1.5
years before having a child.

These differences are more

pronounced as 111ustrated i.n Table three, where many of
the young mothers are 1ncluded within the subjective "noneducation" group.
"Time perspective" is not presented as a null hypothesis, but as a basis for interpreting the null hypotheses.
The important points to keep in mind are that females are
more vulnerable to ear ly family formation than males,
and that "nondeferrers", both males and females, are more
vulnerable to ear ly family formation than "deferrers" .
The method in which the deferrment of gratification construct is utilized in this study does provide a
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differentiating basis on which to int erpret findings.
Differences in Expressed Parenting Interests
If adolescents who do not defer the rewards , of adu l thood are higher risk for earlier parenting, then it is
expec ted that their int er est in parenting would be higher.
The lit erature predicts that f ema l es will be more interested
in parenting than males.

Thes e differences are examined

in this study in the contexts of adult priorities, conversational preferences, book preferences, course preferences, and concerns.

One parenting topic is imbedded

within a constellation of five other topics to ascertain
the relative interest adolescents have in that topic as
compared with other topics as an adult priority, a conversational topic, a book preference, and a course preference.

Five parenting topics are imbedded within a

constella t ion of sixty other topics (divided even ly into
12 categories) to ascertain the relative concern adolescents have for parenting and family matters in r e lationship
to other concerns.
Adult Priorities
With "1" representing the priority most desirable a nd
"5" representing the priority l east desirable, the mean
rank order given by males to the parenting topic in this
section, "Children" was "5", regardless of ability to defer
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gratification. Females g e nerally ranked it as "4", but
potential dropouts found it least desirable ("5") and
young mothers, probably because it is something that most
of them have already achieved, ranked it as "2".

All of

these differences are significant.
"Husband/wife", was rated as the primary ("1") by
males and females in every "defer" category, while "nondeferrers" males and females rated it as "3".

Young

mothers, by virtue of the fact that many of them already
have spouses, also rated it as "1".

These differences are

significant, as indicated by Table 4.
Equally important to the consistency and significance
of rank orders ascribed t o "husband/wife" and "childr en"
is the consistency and significance ascribed to non-familial
topics.

Potential dropouts, both male and femal e gave " car/

pickup!! and flown a horne" mean ranks of "1" and "211
respectively, while all o the r students rated them lower.
Recreational equipment in all cas es was about as undesirable
as "chi ldren" and was consistently ranked as "4" and "5".
Conversational Preferences
Three groups of five conversational topics contained
one topic each that in some way dealt with parenting.
The parenting topic i n group A (Table 5) read,
"young er brother s , sisters, or neighbors" and i s abbreviated
on the table as "children".

As in the case of adu lt

priorities, "children" was ranked as "5" consistently by

Table 4
F-test Analysis of Rankings of Adult Priorities and Ranksignificance of rank order give n by subsamples divided
According to Gender and Ability to De fer Gratification
category

Rank
Significance

Rank
Order

Rank
Order

Rank
Order

Rank
Order

Rank
Ord e r

F e males & Males
Regular students
Potential dropouts
Future educat i on
Non-education

113.33***
81. 72***
103.64***
91.98***

2***
1***
2***
1***

1***
3
1***
2***

3**
2***
3**
3**

4***
5***
4***
4***

5***
4***
5***
5***

Females
Regular students
Potential dropouts
Young mothers
Future education
Non- education
Total f emales

62.93***
34.77***
61.40***
67.83***
54.31***
121.72***

2
1***
2*
2""**
2***
2***

1***
3
1***
1***
1***
1***

3
2*
4*
3
3
3

4***
5***
2*
4**
4**
4***

5***
4***
5***
5***
5***
5***

Males
Regular students
Potential dropouts
Future educat ion
Non-education
Total males

55.67***
49.14***
42.96***
60.61***
90.98***

2***
1***
2**
1***
1""**

1**
3
1***
3
3***

3**
2***
3**
2***
2***

5***
5***
5***
5***
5***

4***
4**
4***
4***
4***

*p<.05
**p<.Ol
***p<.OOl
U1
U1

Table 5
F-test Analysis of Rankings of Conversational Preferences (Group A)
and Rank-significance Given by Subsamples According to Gender
and the Ability to Defer Gratification

Categor;,:

Rank
Significance

Females & Males
Regular students
Potential dropouts
Future education
Non-educat i on

159 .14***
65.27***
151.40***
88.59***

Females
Regular students
Potential dropouts
Young mothers
Future education
Non-education

77.78***
37.97***
39.08***
73.49***
68.29***

Males
Regular students
Potential dropouts
Future education
Non-education
Total males

96.29***
29.57***
87.34***
30.80***
106.89***

*p<.05
**p<.Ol
***p<.OOl

Personal
AEEearance
Rank
Order

Younger Special
Children Hobb:,:
Rank
Rank
Order
Order

Opposite
Sex
Rank
Order

School
Rank
Order

4***
3
4***
3

5***
4***
5***
5***

2*
2***
2***
2

1***
1***
1***
1***

3*
5***
3
4***

3
3
2*
4
2

5***
4***
5***
5***
5***

4
2*
4
2
2

1***
1***
1***
1***
1***

2*
5***
3
3
2

4***
3
4***
3
4***

5***
4
5***
4*
5***

2***
2**
2***
2**
2***

1***
1***
1***
1***
1***

4***
5***
3
5***
3**

U1

'"
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males and also females.

Pot e ntial dropouts present a

notable exception in that both males and females ranked it
as "4".

The difference is more significant in the case

of the female dropout.

It is interesting that young

mothers also believed that talking about younger children
was the least desirable topic.
"Future parental ro l e" , the topic in Tab l e 6, seemed
a more desirable conversational topic than younger
children.

Future education females ranked it as "1",

while all other females ranked it as "2".

All males

ranked "future parental role" as "3" in the specified list
of conversational preferences.

In all cases, the position

of rank given "future parental role" is significant, but
in most cases, the rank given "future parental role" was
not much different from the rank given to "r eading
interests" and "t.v. shows".

The except i ons vlere in the

case of the young mother, the future education female,
and females in genera l.
"Concerns about what kind of parent I will be",
abbreviated as "parenting concerns" on Table 7, received
higher rankings by femal e s than did "younger childr e n".
All females rated "parenting concerns" as "3" except for
young mothers who rated it as "2", and the ordinal position
of a ll of these rankings are significance.

Exc ept for the

singular case of "non-educati on" females, the rankings
given to "parenting concerns" were not much different than

Table 6
F-test Analysis of Rankings of Conversational Preferences (Group B)
and Rank- significance Given by Subsamples According to Gender
and the Ability to Defer Gratification

Category

Rank
Significance

Monev
Rank
Order

Interests
Rank
Order

Future Parental
Role s
Teachers
Rank
Rank
Order
Order

TV Shows
Rank
Order

Females & Ma les
Regular students
Potential dropouts
Future education
Non-educat i on

43 . 9 1***
34.91***
41.07***
65.66***

1***
1***
1***
1***

5***
4
4***
4***

3
2
3
3

4***
5***
5***
5***

2*
3
2*
2

F emales
Regular students
Potential dropouts
Young mothers
Fut u r e educat i on
Non-education
Tota l f ema l es

9.57*
17.11**
33.59***
10. 36*
42 .89***
44.51***

1*
1***
1***
1*
1***
1***

4
3
5***
3
5**
4***

2
2
2*
1*
2
2**

5*
5*
4***
5*
4***
5***

3
4
3
4
3
3

Males
Regular students
Potential dropouts
Future education
Non- educati on
Total males

51.40***
22.12***
44.83***
26 . 21***
70. 31***

1***
1***
1***
1***
1***

5***
4
4***
4**
4***

3*
3
3
3
3

4***
5***
4***
5***
5***

2***
2
2***
2
2***

*p< .05
**p<.Ol
***p< .OOl

U1

00

Table 7
F-test Analysis of Rankings of Conversational Preferences (Group C)
and Rank-significance given by subsamples According to Gender
and the Ability to De fer Gratificati'on

Category

Rank
Significance

Clothes
Rank
Order

Futur e
Vocational
HOEes
Rank
Order

Parenting
Con~erns

Rank
Order

New
Motion
Pi~tures

Rank
Order

SEorts
Rank
Ord er

Females & Males
Regular students
Potential dropouts
Future education
Non-education

25.44***
43.02***
17.85**
31.47***

4
2***
4
1***

1**
1***
1***
2***

5***
4*
5***
4*

3
5
3
3*

2
3*
2
5**

Fema l es
Regular students
P otential dropouts
Young mothers
Future education
Non-education
Total females

22.75***
26.00***
17.95**
23.32***
34.89***
54.79***

1**
2***
1***
2**
1***
1***

1**
1***
3
1**
2**
2***

3
3
2
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4*
4**

5**
5**
5***
5***
5***
5***

Males
Regular students
P otential dropouts
Future education
Non-education
Total males

73.07***
21.03***
63 .1 5***
10.57*
56.96***

4***
2
4***
3
4**

3
1***
2*

5***
4**
5***
5**
5***

2**
5***
3
4
3

1***
3
1***
2
1***

*p<.05
**p<.Ol
***p<.OOl

1**
2***

Ln

1.0
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the ranking given to "new motion pictur es ", and so the
higher ratings given "parenting concerns" over "young e r
children" are probably inconsequ e ntial.

Mules rated

"parenting concerns" as "5", e xcept for pot ential dropouts,
who rat e d i t higher ("4").

These rankings are all signifi-

cant.
More interesting than parenting conversational topics
was the "opposite sex" (s ee Table 5) and "money" (see Table
6) which was rated an overwhelming "1" by every cat e gory
of s tud e nt .

Table 7 demonstrates some diversity in

adolescent conversational preferences on the basis of
gender and the ability to defer gratification.

Females in

general felt that "clo th es " was the best conversational
topic and "sports" was the l eas t desirable conversational
topic; whil e males r everse d the o rd e r, ranking "spo rts"
as "111 and

Il

c l o thes ll as "4" ("parenting concerns" was the

l eas t desirable conversa tional topic for males).

Re gular

high school fema l es and males are very concerned about
"futur e vocational hopes", and females ranked it relatively
higher than males.

Potential dropouts, male and female,

list ed "future vocational hope s" as the ir number "1" conversat i ona l preference.
In summary , "parenting" is not what adolescents are
talking about.

More important are subjects such as "the

opposit e sex", "money", "c l othes" ,
"spo rt s " (for males).

(for females) and

This is consistent with Weaver's
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(1977) findings.

Ma l es talk about pare nting l ess than

f ema l es, and potential dropouts, especia lly males, talk
about p arent ing more fre qu ent ly than regular students.

No

signif icant differenc e s in the discussion of parenting
e xisted between regular high schoo l student femal es and
young mothers.
Book Prefere nce s
Two grou ps of book titles e ach contained a b ook about
a future-family related t o pic.
How to Be a Good Par ent .

In group A , that book was

In group B, that book was Making

t h e Most of Marriage.
"Nondeferrers" of grat ification, both mal e and femal e ,
rank ed How to Be a Good Parent consistently highe r than
t h e "d e f e rrers" group.

This difference is significant

betwee n and within groups for f e male s, and is significant
within the grou p of "nondefer" males.

Making the Most of

Marriage wa s also ranked consistently higher by "nonde f er r e r s "
both male and fema l e .
Only in the cases of the young mother and "noneducation" females wer e How to Be a Good Parent and Making
the Most of Marriage the mo st desirable book titl es .

Regu-

lar high s chool femal es and "future education " femal es both
indicat e d a preference for How to Win Friends and Influ e nce
People and Hobbies f o r Fun and Profit

(se e Table 8).

Table

9 indicat es that the preference of "future education"
females and regu l ar high schoo l females was

How to Ge t

Table 8
F-test Analysis o f Rankings of Book Prefere nces (Group A) and Ranksignificance Given by Subsamples According to Ge nder and the
Ability to Defer Gratification

Cateqory

Rank
Siqnificance

How to Win Hobbie s
Frie nds and for fun
Influence
and
Profit
PeoEle
Rank
Rank
Order
Orde r

How t o
Be A
Go od
Par e nt
Rank
Orde r

Cache
Trails
Rank
Ord e r

Backyard
Cooking
Rank
Orde r

Females & Males
Regular students
Potential dropouts
Future education
Non-education

106.50***
30.45***
64.21***
45.54***

1***
3
1***
3

2***
1***
2**
2***

3
2*
3*
1***

4***
4**
4***
5***

5***
5***
5***
4***

Females
Regular students
Potential dropouts
Young mothers
Future education
Non- education
Total females

52.09***
23.22**
57.63***
54.21***
53.36***
100.95***

1***
3
3
1***
3
2***

2*
1***
2
2**
3***

3
2*
1***
3*
1***
1***

4***
5***
5***
4***
5***
5***

5***
4**
4
5***
4**
4***

61.65***
13.00*
69.91***
10.05**
64.84***

2***
4
2***
4
2**

1***
1***
1***
1***
1***

3
2
3
2
3

4***
3
4***
3
4**

5***
5**
5***
5*

Males
Regular students
Potential dropouts
Future educati on
Non-educat i on
Total males
*p<.05
**p<.Ol
***p<.OOl

2**

~

0'1
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Table 9
F-test Analysis of Rankings of Book Prefere nces (Group B) and RankSignificance Given by Subsamples According to Gender and the
Ability to Defer Gratification
Getting
How to Get
Admitted to Making the
the Most
Most of
of Your Car the College
Marriag e
Insurance
of your
Dollar
Choice
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
Order
Order
Order
Order

How to Get
Guiness
and Keep
the Job
Book of
You \'lant Records
Rank
Categor:,::
Significance
Females & Males
Regular students
80.19***
Potential dropouts
38.12***
Future ed ucation
66.20***
Non-education
74. 28* **
Females
Regu l ar st ud ents
Potential dropouts
Young mothers
Future educat i on
Non- education
Total females
Males
Regular s tud ents
Potential dropouts
Future educati on
Non- education
Total ma l es
*p<.05
**p<.Ol
***p<.OOl

Rank
Order
1***
1***
1***
1***

4***
4
5***
4***

5***
3
4***
5***

2***
5***
3*
2**

3
2
2***
3*

62.97***
25.64***
48.34***
66.20***
59.37***
99.49***

1***
1***
2**
1***
2***
1***

4***
4*
4***
5***
4*
5***

5***
3
3
4***
3**
4***

3**
5***
5***
3*
5***
3*

2***
2***
1***
2***
1***
1***

29.77**
21.17***
23.82***
11.40*
24.67***

1***
1
2***
1**
1***

3
3
1***

5***
2
3
3
5**

2**
5***
4***
5**
2

4
4
5***
4
4

:2

3

cr.
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and Keep the Job You Want, and Making the Most of Marriage
was ranked as 112".
Males were not as f avorab le toward the book titles
deal ing with future family, but rank ed How to Be a Good
Par e nt as "2" or "3" and Making the Most of Marriage as
"4" or "5".

The ordinal position of the ranking is in all

cas es, significant, but in cases where it was ranke d as
"2 " (po t e ntial drop ou ts a nd non-education males), it was
not much different than the rank of "3" given to Cache
~.

Thi s is c onsi s t e nt with the finding in this study

that "future education" males genera lly are less int erested
in parenting topics and plan on d e laying parenting mor e
than any other group_

Even though "future education" males

are planning on continuing their education, they pr e f erred
a " f un" b ook, Guiness Book of Re cords to a vocational book,
How t o Ge t and Ke e p the Job You Want, ra.nked as "2".
Th e vocational book was also ranked as more important than
an e ducational book, How to Ge t Admitted to the Co llege of
Your Choice, ranked as "3".
Similarities betwe e n male and female respons es , as
well as differences, were significant .

Particularly, both

"d e f er " and "nondefer" mal e s and females were the most
int erested in the topic d ea ling with future voca ti on, How
to Get and Kee p the Job You Want.

This similarity rein-

forces the salience of money as a des irable reward, one
that is as p ower ful and meaningful t o the "deferrer" as
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it is for the "nonde f e rr e r", for the male as well as the
f e male .
It llUlst be remembered that "money" as a topic of conv e rsation was also rated as number "1" among all groups
for both genders.
In summary, females were very interested in the book
titles dealing with future family as compared with the other
titles, and generally ranked both books as "1" or "2".
Nondeferrers of gratification, both male and female, consistently ranked the future family books higher than the
deferrers of gratification .

Al l groups were very interested

in How to Get and Keep the Job You Want, ranking it as "1 "
or "2".

Only young mothers and "non-education" females

ranked this title as "2". "Future education " males were
most interested in a fun book, Guiness Book of Records.
Course Preferences
Two groups of courses which the adolescent was asked
to rank order each contained a course dealing with future
families.

In group A (Table 10) that course was "Parenting

and Infant Care".

In group B (Table 11), "Courtship and

Marriage" was the topic dealing with future family.
The consistencies in Table 10 are noteworthy.

Females

in every category ranked "Parenting and Infant Care" as
"I", "Gourmet Cooking" as "2", a nd "Red Cross First Aid"

as "3".

Males consistently ranked "Drafting" as "1" and

Hunter's Safety" as "2".

The consistency of these rat ings

Table 10
Analysis of Rankings of Course Preferences (Group A) and RankSignificance Given by Subsamples According to Gender and the
Ability to Defer Gratification

F~test

Category

Rank
Significance

Red Cross
First Aid
Rank
Order

Gourme t
Cooking
Rank
Orde r

Parenting
& Infant
Care
Rank
Order

Hunter's
Safety
Rank
Order

Drafting
Rank
Order

5**
5*
5***
4***

4
2
4
5***

Females & Males
Re gu l ar students
Potential dropouts
Future education
Non-education

16.18***
9.95*
21.02***
45.30***

3
3
2
3

4
3

2*

1***
1**
1***
1***

Females
Regular students
Potential dropouts
Young mothers
Future education
Non-education
Total females

57.28***
43.58***
65.90***
59.96***
105. 29
156.89***

3
3
3
3
3
3

2***
2*
2**
2
2***
2***

1***
1***
1***
1***
1***
1***

5***
5***
4***
5***
4***
5***

4***
4***
5***
4***
5***
4***

Males
Regular students
Potential dropouts
Future education
Non-education
Total males

6.58
11.42*
7.63
8.26
14.04**

3
3
3
4
3

5*
5*
5*
5*

4
4
4
3
4

1
2
2
2
2

1
1**
1
1*
1**

*p<.05
**p< .Ol
***p<.OOl

2

5**

(J'I
(J'I

Table 11
F-test Analysis of Rankings of Course Pr e ferences (Group B) and RankSignificance Given by Subsamples According to Gend e r and the
Ability to Defe r Gratification

Categor:;::

Rank
Significance

Psychol-Courtship
&. Marriage
og:;::
Rank
Rank
Order
Ord e r

Tennis
Rank
Order

Woodworking
Rank
Ord e r

Potter:;::
Rank
Order

Females & Males
Regular students
Potential dropouts
Futur e education
Non- e ducation

126.40***
6.77
104.54***
4.18

1***
3
1***
1

2***
5
2***
2

3
1
3
4

4***
4
4***
3

5***
2
5***
5

Females
Regular students
Potential dropouts
Young mothers
Future education
Non-education
Total females

98.49***
3.30
10.32***
63.99***
24.49***
84.99***

1***
1
2
1***
1***
1***

2***
3
1**
2***
2**
2***

3*
4
3
3
3
3

5***
5
4**
5***
5***
5***

4***
2
4
4**
4
4**

Males
Regular students
Potential dropouts
Future education
Non-education
Total males

58.82***
20.05**
66.93***
21.68***
42.38***

1***
4
1***
4
1

2

5***
3
5*
4

3
3
2
2
3

4
1***
4
1***
2**

5***
2
5***
3
5***

*p<.Ol
**p<.Ol
***p<.OOl

...,
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indicate the (1) rank-order techniques impose limitations
upon the expression of the subject--which is all right as
this study seeks to understand only the relative interests
of adolescents and (2) adolescents perceive their
traditional roles as men a nd women in society as relevant.
The rank given by males to "Parenting and Infant Care"
was "4" but was in most cases insignificant, both within
and between the groups.
In Table 11, "Courtship and Marriage" is ranked "2"
by both groups of regular high school students, and "futur e
education" and "non-education" females.

Young mothers were

most interested in the course and ranked it as "1".
Pot e ntial dropouts, male and female and non-education
males ranked the course lower than the "defer" students.
In the case of the potential dropout female, this difference is not significant.

It is significant , howe v e r,

in the case of the "nondefer " ma l e who ranked it as "5"-the least desirab l e course .
All groups of regular high school students and noned ucati on and future educa ti on females ranked "Psychology"
as "1".

When administering the que stionnaire to high

school students, the researcher was told by the instruct or
that the psychology teacher at the particular high school
was outstanding and that the course was the most popular
in the school.

Because this biases the results on this

Tabl e s light ly away from the oth er preferences, "C ourtship
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and Marriage" might have rec eived the primary, rather than
the secondary rating in other circumstances.
In summary, young mothers and regular high school
females are most interested in parenting and marriage
courses, and consistently ranked them as "1" or "2" among
other courses .

Males within the dropout prevention program

are not interested in parenting or marriage courses, and
consistently ranked them among the least desirable.

AL-

though f emale potential dropouts were more inter ested in
the parenting and marriage courses than the males, they
we r e less interested in the courses than regular high
school f ema l es .
Adolescent Concerns
Sixty concerns were divided into 12 cat egories to
which 5 concerns each were assigned.

These concerns were

spread randomly throughout the list in which the adolescent
was asked to circle al l of the concerns currently bothering him or h e r.

Because certain

groups of the subjects

were more responsive to concerns in general than other
groups, the data on concerns was analyzed in terms of "percentage of concerns checke d in each category" rather than
"number of concerns checked in each category" as Weave r's
(1977) data were analyzed.

This, in effect, corrected

for responsiveness.
Statistical significance was determined by "F" test,
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and each response was tested for significance both between
groups and within the group.
Th e gr e at e st conce rn of all of the adolescents in this
study was "money," as indicated in the "average" columns
of T ab l es 12 and 13.

Female potential dropouts (n ot "non-

ed ucati o n" females) were espe cially concerned about money,
checking 20 .4% of the concerns within this cat egory , and
this i s significant b ot h within the g roup and between the
grou ps .

Pot e ntial drop out mal es were the next most con-

cerned, and checked

17.~1o

o f th e monetary concerns.

"Nondefe rrers" in both Tables 12 and 13 che cked a
greater percentage of monetary c oncerns than "defer rers",
and thi s is true for both genders.

This is particularly

significant for f e mal es within the dropout pr eventi on program , and male s in dropout prevention and young mothers
de mon strate this same preference very strongly.

Males in

regular high s chool indicate that money is the ir number
on e c oncern, but vocat i on a nd school and physical developme nt (in that order) are close b e hind.

Regular high

school females ranked "mon e y" as "3", b e hind more important
concerns such as phy s ica l development and vocation.

Note

that th e ranking given mone y i s significant only b e tween
(not within) groups, but the rankings given to physical
deve l opment and vocation were significant within (not
between) the group.
On the ave rag e, all students considere d physical development as concern "2 " , a nd vocation as concern "3".

All

Table 12
F-test Analysis of Inter-group and Intra-group Difference s in Percentag e
of Conce rns Checked in Each Category According to Gender and Ability
to Defer Gratification Objectively
category

Regular Students
Females
Males

Physical
8.9
development
Money
14.0***
Dating
9.5
S ex
5.5
Courtsh ip
5.6
Marriage
6.1
Par enting
7.5
Friends
6.8
Family
5.8
Vocation
11.9**
School
10.8
P ersonal
6.9
Average
8.3
*p<.05
**p<.Ol
***p<.OOl
__ p<.05
___ p<.Ol

P ote ntial Dro2outs
Males
Females

Young Mothers
F ema les

Males

13.4***

11.6

12.3*

15.1***

12.0

2....§
8--:-:2
4.1*
7.4
9.2
7.3
9.3
5.7*
12.2**
4.8**
8.4
8.3

17.2***
6.2
5.5
8.7
5.5
8. 5
7.8
9.2
11.1
4.6*
4.4*

20.4***
'""3.8**

15.9***
4.1*
2.4***
5.3
9.2
Jd....9**
8.2
33.6**

14.4
7.1
4.6
6.8
7.7
8.4
7.9
6.5
10.7
5.9
7.7
8.3

8.3

5.4

7.9
8.3
7.4
7.1
10.2*

9:l

1.. 7***
6.9
8.3

~

4.0**
12.3
8.3

(intragroup significance )

(int ergroup significance)

"

I-'

Table 13
F-test Analysis of Inter-group and I ntra-group Diff e r e nce s in Pe rc e ntag e
of Concerns Checked in Each category According to Ge nder and Ability
to Defer Gratification Subjectively
Future Education
Mal e s
Female s

Categ ory
Physical development
Money
Dating
Se x
Courtship
Marriage
Parenting
Friends
Family
Vocation
School
Personal
Average
*V:.05
**p<.Ol
***p<.OOl

__ p<.05
__ p<.Ol

10.4
14.6***
8.5
4.4*
5.5
5.9
7.3
6.7
6.0
11.9*
10.8

=r.o
8.3

12.9***
12.5***
6.7
3.7***
7.6
8.9
8.9
9.0
5.7*
11.6*
5.1*
7.8
8.3

Non-education
Males
F e mal e s
9.0
15.8***
8.0
7.4

""8:3

5.7
8.7
8.3 '
9.5
10.9

5.1*
4.6*

""8:3

14.4***
15.3***
5.5
4.2***
6.1
9.2
8.6
7.9
6.8
8.1
2':4***
10.5

tr:"J

Average
1 2 .0
14. 3
7.1
4.6
6.8
7.6
8.4
8.0
5.9
10.7

2...2
7.8
8. 3

(intra-group significance)

(inter-group significance)

....,

'"
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f e males show higher pe rcentages of concerns with the physical development cat egory than males , but these differences
are on ly significant within the particular group of fema l es.

Young mothers are more concerned for physical

development than any oth er group, a nd this is significant
between the groups .
None of the percentages of c once rns checked by r egu lar
high school ma l es were sig nificantly l ow , and deserve no
specia l consideration as s uch. F ema l es in r egu lar high
sch oo l, h ovlever, and young mothers indicated that they were
the l east interested in sex.

This lack of concern for

sex, though not significant within most groups, was on the
average and in n ear ly every group the least concern.
sing ular exception was the "nondefer" ma l e
and obje ctive l y defined ) .

The

(subj e ctive l y

Subject ive ly defined, the dif -

fer e nce was signif icant b e twe e n the groups.

Still, this

concern was l ower than money, vocati,on, family, physica l
deve l opment, courtship, friends, and dating in that orde r.
It was s till b e l ow the average of the total perc e ntag e o f
concerns checked by "non-education" males (s ee Tabl e 13).
"Dating" also was b e low the average of the total p e rc entage o f concerns checked by all of the groups except
th e "d e f er " male (s ee Ta bles 13 and 14).

This diff e r e nc e ,

in the case of the reg ular high sch oo l make, is significant between the groups , wh ere these males checked 9.5%
of the dati ng concerns and students in general check ed

Tabl e 14
F-test Analysis of Adolescent's Knowledg e of Child Development on the
Basis of Gender and the Ability to Defer Gratification Objectively

It em

Normativ e
Age

"P eek-a-boo"

10 mos.

First step

12

Regular Students
Males
Fem.-eles
X est i mat ion
X
7.7 mos .

7.2 mos.

Pot ential Dropouts
Mal,es
F e m.-eles
X
X
11.7 mos.**

7.9 mos.

Young Mother s
Fe1!)ales
X
9.0 mos.

13.2*

12.1

12.7

10.6

10.7

Toilet training 20

18.4

18 .6

16.S

lS.4

17.S

Bowe l control

20

21.8

20.9

22.9

17.3

19.0

Spoon feeding

18

19.8*

16. 2

20.6

17.7

11.6***

First word

12

lS.9

14. S

11.6**
8.2**

16. S**

14.2

Obedie nc e
training

lS.7**

11.S

11.0

12.1

Tying shoelaces 60

48.0

40.9

4S.7

4S.2

39.7

* p.<.05
** p <.01
*** P <.001

"

~
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only 7.1% of the dating concerns .
All "nondefer" groups, and a l so females, indicated
that school was among the l east of their concerns.

Only

"defer" males indicated that it was important, and this
difference is significant.

Personal concerns were the

lowest among potential dropout males, and highest among
young mothers, and these differences are significant between the groups.

Vocation is significantly l ower among

young mothers than any of the other groups.
"Parenting" as a concern is right on the average when
the entire aggregate of students is considered.

EXcepti on

to the rule is the young mother, for whom "parenting" concerns are the greatest.

Family generally was lower than

the average when considered aggregately also.

Female

potential dropouts, however, were very concerned about
family.

Young mothers were not concerned about family,

and checked on ly 3.6% of a ll family concerns.

Courtship

was also a lower concern of the aggregate of students.
In summary, adolescents are not r e latively concerned
about matters relating to the procedures involved in
formation of their future families of procreation such
as dating, courtship, marriage and parenting.

They ar e

also not greatly c oncerned about their own family of
orie ntati on.

They are, however, concerned about things

t hat sustain that family (and themselves) as indicated by
their concerns for "money" and " vocation".

The "future
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e ducation" male who plans on supporting his family on the
basis of skills acquired through his education, school is
very important.
Status of Null Hypotheses in Constellation 1:

Differences in

Expressed Parenting Interest
Hl :

There is no significant difference in expr essed

interest in acquiring children or spouses in relationship
to other possible priorities on the basis of gender.
Hl is rejected.

Males consistently gave "children"

the least desirable rank, while females ranked it hig h er.
H2:

There is no s ignificant difference in expressed

interest in acquiring children or spouses in relationship
to other possible priorities on the basis of ability t o
defer gratification, defined objectively and subjectively.
H2 is r e jected.

Among females, significant dif-

ferences exist in response to desire for children.

Young

mothers ranked "children" as "2", potential dropouts ranked
it as "5"

(least desirable), and all other categories of

females, regardless of ability to d e fer gratification,
ranked it as "4" .
"Hus b a nd/wife" was rated as "1" by both genders in
every "defer" category, while
ders rated it as "3" .
H3:

"nondeferrers" in both gen-

Young mothers rated it as"l".

There is no significant difference in expressed

parenting interests when solicited in the contexts of a
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course pref e rence, a conversational topic, a book, or a
concern on the basis of gender.
H3 is rejected .

Males are l ess concerned than females

about parenting no matter how "interest in parenting" is
solicited .
H4:

There is no significant difference in expressed

parenting interests when solicited in the contexts of a
course preference, a conversational topic, a book, or a
concern on the basis of ability to defer gratification,
defined subjectively and objective l y.
H4 is rejected. "Nondeferrers" whether subjective ly
or objectively defined, consistently ranked "parenting"
higher as a conversational topic and a book.

Every

category of "nondeferrers" however, except the young
mother, ranked "parenting" and "marriage" courses lower
than "deferrers".
Adolescent Expectations of Child
Development
Eight developmental tasks of infants and children were
presented to adolescents with the instruction to indicate
on the line provided the age at which they expected the
child or infant to demonstrate that task.

The average

responses of the various groups of adolescents are compared
to the normative age in Tables 14 and 15.

The percentages

of unrealistic expectations, ascertained from a "lower age

Table 15
F-test Analysis of Adolescent's Knowledge of Child Developme nt on the
Basis of Gender or the Ability to Defer Gratification Subjectively
Normative
Aqe

Futur e Education
Males
FelT@les
X
X estimation

First Step

12

13.8***

12.1

11.5

10.6*

Toilet training

20

18.5

18.0

16.4

17.1

Bowel control

20

22.4

19.9

21.1

19.1

Spoon feeding

18

20.3**

15.2

18.9

15.5

First word

12

17.3***

13.9

14.0

13.1*

15.5**

11.5

11.9

10.0*

46.3

40.4*

48.7

43.0

60

10.0 mos.

X

10 mos.

Tying shoelaces

7.2 mos.

X

"Peek-a-boo"

Obedience
Training

8.1 mos.

Non-education
Females
Males
8.5 mos.

*p<.OS
**p<.Ol
***p<.OOl

-.J
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boundary" are reported for each of the groups in Tables 16
and 17 .

The normative ages and the lower age boundary are

similar to the ones used by Weaver's (1977) study with two
exceptions .

On the basis of literature reviewed, expect-

ing a child to begin toilet training is unrealistic at 12
months (Weaver's (1977) lower boundary), and to expect
one's own child t o respond as effectively to toilet training initiated at 15 months (Weaver's(1977) normative age)
compared with initiating it a few months later is also unrealistic .

Sear, Maccoby, and Levin (1957) compared

children's responses to toilet training at various ages of
initiation and found that the age of initiation of bladder
training made no difference in the age at which children
gained bladder control, and that children whose training
was initiated at a lat er time were trained faster and with
less frustration (to parent as well as the child).
McCandless (1961) encourages mothers, on the . basis of
the Sears Maccoby and Levin (1957) data to postpone bowel
training until the second year.

Davis and Havighurst (1946)

and Bowley (1948) indicated that a child is gen era lly not
trained completely until the second year.

Azrin

and Foxx

(1976) encourage mothers to begin bladder training no
earlier than 18 months and preferrably at 20 months, stating
that bowel. control will follow bladder control amost
immediately in most cases.

As the normative age and the

lower age boundary serve only as reference points, perhaps

Table 16
T-test Analysis of Percentage of Unrealistic Expectations of Child
Development on the Basis of Gender and the Ability to
Defer Gratification Objectively
Lower AgeE
Boundary

It em
"Peek-a-boo ll

7 mos.

Regular Students
Males
Females

Potential Dropouts
Males
Females

Young Mothers
Females

39"/0

43%

13%***

22%**

38"/0

First ste p

10 mos.

22***

26***

30*

39

27*

Toilet training

18 mos.

57

48

59

78**

68

Bowel control

18 mos.

39*

40

52

64

58

Spoon feeding

12 mos.

27***

56

40*

26**

69**

8 mos.

10***

13***

11***

73**

87***

63*

First word
Tying shoelaces

54 mos.

9
70**

20***
92***

*p<.05
**p<.Ol
***p<.OOl
lpredictions at this age or below were classified as unrealistic.

00
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Table 17
T-test Analysis of Per c entage of Unr e alistic Expe cta tions of Child
De velopme nt on the Basis of Gender and the Ability to Defer
Gratification Subj e ctive ly
Lower Agel
Boundary

Item
uPeek-a-boo

ll

7 mos .

Future Education
Males
Females

Non- ed ucation
Females
Males

36%

40'10

25%

33%

F irst step

10 mos.

2 1***

26**

32

33

Toilet training

18 mos .

55

52

63

70

Bowel control

18 mo s.

40**

56

50

44

Spo on feeding

12 mos .

30***

55*

36**

50

8 mos.

9***

1 2***

17***

16***

54 mos.

74***

86***

63

82***

First word
Tying s hoelaces
*p<.05
**p< .Ol
***p<.OOl

lpr ed ictions at this age or b e l ow were classified as unrealistic.

00
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numerical differences between this study and Weaver's
(1977) study are only semantics.

The normative age for

bladder and bowel training is herein presented as 20
months, and the lower age boundary is presented at 18
months.
Significant differences were found between the genders
in regular high school and within the future educat ion
group for four of the eight questions.

In each case, the

males mean estimation was more conservative than the female estimation.

Weaver (1977) noted the same difference

in the same questions.
While the mean estimated ages by males and females at
which an infant should take his first step was above the
normative age slightly, the male response was significantly more conservative than the female response.
was true in Weaver's (1977) study also.

This

The same direction-

al difference between males and females is found within
the potential dropout group, but the difference is not
significant at the .05 level.
The differences between the genders of regular high
school students and future education group (Tables 14 and
15) were significant for the question of "spoon feeding".
While the male estimation was above the normative age,
the female estimation was below the normative age.
Weaver (1977) found that while males were more conservative,
both male and female were conservative in their estimation
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of "spoon feeding" .

Although n ot significant, this same

direct i onal differe nce between the genders is apparent
for the potential dropouts.

The most significant dif-

ference in response t o "spoon feeding" occurred in young
mothers, who we r e the most liberal in their estimation.
Regular high school and futur e education males were
also more conservative in their estimations of the time at
which an infant should say his first word.

Females were

also conservative in response to this question, but not as
conservative as males.
differences.

Weaver (1977) also found the se

Young mothers were the only group that were

not conservative in thei r estimation of when a child
s h ould say their first word, and this difference was
signif icant at the .01 level.
No n o rmative age was given for "obedience t raining"
in this study or Weave r's (1977) or de Lissovoy's (1973)
study.

However , the same dire ctional difference betvleen

mal es and f e males is found for the regular high s chool
and future education grou ps, in that males gave the most
conservative estimation.

Young mothers were by far the

most liberal in r e spons e to "obedience training".
All of the mean estimations of the normative age for
children to begin tying shoelaces were liberal.

Males in

regular high school and within the future education group
were again, significantly more conservative in the ir estimation than females.

Weaver's (1977) study indicated the

same directional difference, but i t was not significant.
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While Weaver 's (1977) sample were also liber al in the ir
responses to this qu estion, they we r e l ess lib e ral than
the r es p onses of the sample in this study .

Thi s difference

may not b e significant, but probably would b e if all of
the data wer e ava ilab l e and could b e analyzed simultaneou s ly with the data in this study .

While males (r eg ular

high school) est imat ed children should tie shoelaces at
48 months, and f ema l es es timat e d at 40.9 months, Weave r's
mal es es tima t ed 52 . 1 months and h e r f e males estimated at
5 1 .5 months.
One signif icant difference ex ist ed in c ompar ing
potential dropouts to the rest of the sample, and that
differenc e was found in male response to "pee k-a-boo",
which r es pons e was the only mean r esponse to be above the
normative age.

Again, thi s difference signi fica ntly demo n-

s trates the grea t er cons e rvative r es ponses of mal es .
Hor e than half of a ll students gave unrealistic
responses t o the ag e at which a child should b eable to
tie s hoe lac es , and this is consist e nt with We ave r's (1977)
study.

Hore females gave unrealistic respons e s in a ll of

the cat egori es ,and all of these differences were significant .

Young mothers were the most unr e alistic in their

respons e to tying s h oe laces, with

9~fo

of the young

mothers e xpe cting children to tie shoelaces b e fore the
specified l ower age boundary. Regula r high school females
were nearly as unrealistic

(8~fo ).

Pot e ntial dropouts,
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males and females were signif icantly more conservative in
that they gave less unrealistic responses to this question,
63% for the males, and

7~/o

for the females.

This difference

is enough that when comparing the sample subjectively, noneducation females gave significantly less unrealistic
responses (82%) when compared with the rest of the group
than future education females (86%).
"Toilet training" was the other question to which more
than half of the responses were unrealistic.

This was not

the case in Weaver's (1977) study, as extremely low normative ages and lower age boundaries were used.

The only

significant differences between the mean estimations given
by the respondents was in female potential dropouts, who
gave the most unrealistic responses.

Divided subjective ly ,

this difference is not significant.
"Peek-a-boo" and "bm,el control" also e li cited a
relatively high percentage of unrealistic responses, but
most of the students in these cases were realistic.
Potential dropout males (13%) and females (22%) were
more realistic than regular high school males
females (43%) and young mothers

(3~/o)

(3~/o)

and

in their respons e to

"peek-a-boo", and this difference was significant.
Regular students were more realistic for "bowel control"
than potential dropouts, but the difference is only significant at a lower level (.05) for the males.
Most of the students were realistic in their responses
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to "first step", "spoon f eed ing" , and "first word".

The

directional difference where males were more conservative
than females is d emonstrated for both regular high school
st udents and potential dropouts in response to "first
step"; and for r eg ular high school students in response to
"spoon feeding" and "first word" .

Potential dropout fe-

males , however were significant ly more conservative in terms
of unrealistic expectations than potential dropout males
in these dcas es.

The directional difference showing young

mothers being more liberal in their expectations of child
development is significant in terms of unrealistic expectations for "spoon feeding" and "first word".
It is qu estionable whether or not eight questions
about child devel o pme nt can really sift out the differences
between groups of responses.

However, We aver (1977)

found this same directio nal difference between ma l es and
females on the same ques tions.

Exploring the ramifications

of this diff e r e nce would be an interesting study.

If

males are more conservative than females, it is only for
a relatively f ew number of questions about child development if a much more comprehensive set of questions were
used?
The picture emerging from this study is that the
young mother is the most liberal in her expectations of
child d eve lopment, and males, particularly regular high
school and future education males, are the most conservative.

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF FAM iLY & HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
UMC29
LOGAN. UTAH 84322
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The analysis of data on Tables 16 and 17 indicate that
adolescents poss es s a low level of knowledge about child
development .

Although most of the ir expectations are

reasonable, a substantial number of them are not.

The

percentages of unrealistic responses in this study were
generally higher than the percentages of unrealistic
responses in Weaver's (1977) study.

This greater number

of unrealistic expectations occurs not only on the
questions of "toilet training" and "bowel control" where
this study used a higher criteria than Weaver 's (1977)
study, but ot her questions as well.

However, the adoles-

cents in this study were not totally unknowledgeable about
child development as de Lissovoy's (1973) study suggested.
Status of Null Hypotheses in Constellation II:

Differences in

Expectations About Children
HI:

There is no significant difference in expectations

of child deve lopment on the basis of gender.
HI rejected.

Males in this study in all "defer" and

"nondefer" categories were more conservative in their
expectations than females.

Weaver's (1977) data demon-

strated this same directional difference on the same
questions.
H2 :

There is no significant difference in expectations

of child development on the basis of the ability to defer
gratification, defined objectively and subjectively as
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d e scribed.
H2 is rejected.
libe ra l

Potential dropout females have more

(below the normative age ) responses than regular

high school females, and young mothers (who are actually
parents) generally gave liberal responses that were below
the normative age.
Differences in Experience With Children
Tables 18 and 19 compare the experiences and the attitudes regarding those experiences that adolescents have
had with children.
of babysitting"

"Experience" is measured as "frequency

(for siblings or others ) and "number of

experiences shared with chi ldr en " out of a possible li st
of 10 activities.

"Attitude" is reported as "enjoyment

of experiences shared with chi ld ren " and was ascertained
by re qu esting the adolescent's reaction to the activities
that he indicat ed he had shared with children.

F-t est

analysis reveals that all of the differences are significant, except for the ones reported by potential dropout
females of "freque ncy of babysitting", the young mother's
report of "frequency of babysitt ing" is also not significant.

Non-significance is e liminated when the samples are

divided according to "future edu cation" and "non-education",
except for the "frequency" report of future education
males, which is significant when compared only with the
males .

Table 18
F-test Analysis of Adolescents' Experience and Attitude Regarding
Experience with Children on the Basis of Gender and the Ability
to Defer Gratification Objectively
Regtilar--Sttiaerit s
Males
F ema les

EXEerience
I. Frequency of Babysitting

- -P6fentTaT-Dropoufs Yourig-M6tners
Females
Males
Females

l

(a) Average
(b) Inter-group rank

1.8*
4

2.4*
1

1.6*
5

2.0
3

2.3
2

6.7**
4

8.3**
2

5.4***
5

7.7
3

8.5*
1

2.0***
5

1.4*
2

1.9**
4

1.5
3

1.3***
1

2
II. Number of Experiences
Shared With Children
(a) Average
(b) Int er-group rank
Attitude
I. Enjoyment of Experiences 3

Shared With Children
(a) Average
(b) Inter-group rank
*p<.05
**p< . Ol
***p<.OOl

lAverage repr ese nts X frequency of babysitting (for siblings or "others")
reported by subjects according to the following key:
(1) never; (2) once
a month or l ess ; (3) two times a month; (4) once a week or more
2Average represents X number of experienc es subjects reported they had
shared with children out of a list of ten activities.
3Average repr esents X response to enjoyment of the shared activities with
children according to the following key:
(1) enjoyed; (2) didn't mind;
(3) didn't enj oy .
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Table 19
F-test Analysis of Adolescents' Experience and Attitude Regarding
Experien ce with Children on the Basis of Gender and the Ability
to Defer Gratification Subjectively
Future Education
Ma l es
Females

EXEerience

Non-education
Males
Females

I. Frequency of Babysitting l

(a) Average
(b) Inter-group rank

1.9
3

2.3**
1

1.4**
4

2.2*
2

6.5*
3

8.3**
1

5.3***
4

8.2*
2

1.9***

1.4***

2.1***

1.4***

II. Number of Experiences 2

Shared With Children
(a) Averag e
(b) Inter-group rank
Attitude
I. Enjoyment of Experiences 3
Shared With Children
(a) Average
(b) Inter-group rank
*p<.05
**p<.Ol
***p< .OOOl

3

1

4

1

lAverage represents X frequency of babysitting (for siblings or "others")
reported by subjects according to the following key:
(1) never; (2) once
a month or l ess; (3) two times a month; (4) once a week or more.
2Average represents X number of experiences subjects reported they had
shared with children out of a list of ten activities.
3Average represents X response to enjoyment of the shared activities with
children according to the following key:
(1) enjoyed; (2) didn't mind ;
(3) didn't enjoy.

\!)

o
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The most experienced with children was a tie between
regular high school fe ma l es a nd young mothers.

Regular

high school females babysat more tha n young mothers, but
young mothers s h ared more experie nc es with children.
When the deferrment of gratificat i on construct is looked
at s ubj ec tiv e ly, however, "future e ducation" f e males are
more exp er i enc ed both in "frequency of babysitting" and
"number of exper i ences s hared wi th children".

The dif-

ference, though significant when compared with mal es ,
probably exists because most young mothers no l ong er t e nd
sibling s or ot h er children.
The l ea st experienced we re the males, and regular
high schoo l males and "future ed ucation" mal es we r e mor e
e xpe rience d than potential dropout s and "non-ed ucation "
males .
F ema l es also enjoyed th e ir e xpe riences with children
mor e than males .

The difference reported by young moth e rs

is slightly grea t er than the difference reported by fema l es in reg ular high school , a nd is significant when
compar e d with mal es and with female potential dropouts.
When the data are analyzed according to "futur e ed ucati on"
and "non- ed ucation", f e males e njoy their experiences with
childr e n e qually.
Status of Null Hypotheses in Cons t e llation 3:

Differenc es in

Experience with Childr e n
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Hl:

Ther e is n o significant difference in experience

with childr e n on the b as is of gender.
Hl i s r e j e ct e d .

Females have more experience than

males , both in terms of "frequency of babysitting" and
"number of exper iences shared with children."
H2:

There is no s ignificant difference in exper ience

with childr e n on the basis of ability to defer gratification, b o th objective ly and subjectively.
H2 is rejected.

Young mothers and regular high school

f emales had significantly greater exper ience with children
than potential dropout females.

De fined subjectively, how-

ever, th i s difference is probably not significant.
H3:

There i s no significant difference in attitudes

about the experiences had with children on the basis of
gend e r.
H3 is r e jected.

Females significantly enjoyed the

experiences they had with children more than males.

How-

ever, males didn't mind shar ing activities with children.
H4:

There is no significant difference in attitudes

about the experiences had with children on the basis of
ability to defer gratification , both objective ly and subjectively.
H4 i s rejected.

Young mothers and females in regular

high school e njoy their experiences with children more
than potential dropout fema l es, and "future education"
males e njoy their exper i e nc es with children more than
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"non-education" males.

However, males in both categories

didn't mind sharing activities with children.

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The Null Hypotheses
The purpose of this study was to test the relevance
of parent education for high school students in terms of
inter ests, concerns, expectations, and experiences of the
adolescents regarding children.

This was accomplished

using three constellations of null hypotheses.
Null Hypotheses in Constellation I:

Dif-

ferences in Expressed
Parenting Interest
Hl:

There is no significant difference in expressed

inter es t

in acquiring children or spouses in relationship

to other possible priorities on the basis of gender.
Hl is rejected.

Males consist ent ly gave "children"

the least desirable rank, whi l e females ranked it higher.
H2:

There is no significant difference in expressed

inter est in acquiring children or spouses in relationship
to other possib l e priorities on the basis of ability to
defer gratification, defined objectively and subjectively.
H2 is rejected.

Among females, significant dif-

ferences existed in response to desire for children.
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Young mothers ranked "children" as "2", potential dropouts
ranked it as "5" (least desirable) and all other categories
of females, regardless of ability to defer gratification,
ranked it as "4".
"Husband/wife" was rated as "1" by both genders in
every "defer" category, while "non-deferrers" in both
genders rated it as "3".
H3:

Young mothers rated it as "1".

There is no s ignificant difference in expressed

parenting interests when solicited in the contexts of a
course preference, a conversational topic, a book, or a
concern on the basis of gender .
H3 is rejected.

Males are l ess concerned than females

about parenting no matter how "int erest in parenting" is
solicited.
H4:

There is no significant difference in expressed

parenting interests when solicited in the contexts of a
course preference, a conversational topic, a book, or a
concern on the basis to defer gratification, defined objectively and subjectively.
H4 is rejected.

"Nondeferrers" whether objectively

or subj ective ly defined, consistenly ranked "par e nting"
higher as a conversational topic and a book.

Every cate-

gory of "nondeferrer" except for the young mother, ranked
"parenting" and "marriage" courses lower than "deferrers".
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Null Hypotheses in Constellation
II:

Differences in Expectations

of Child Deve lopment
HI:

There is no significant difference in expectations

of child development on the basis of gender.
HI is rejected.

Males in all categories were more

conservative and reasonable in their expectations of child
development.

Weaver's (1977) data demonstrated this same

difference on the same questions, and the result may b e
due to the questions themselves.
H2 :

There is no significant difference in expectations

of child development on the basis of ability to defer gratification, defined objectively and subjectively.
H2 is rejected.

Young mothers were the most libera l

and unrealistic in their expectations of child d eve lopment
of all of the groups.
Null Hypotheses in Constellation
III:

Differences in Experi e nce

With Children
HI:

There is no significant differenc e in experience

with children on the basis of gender .
HI is rejected.

Females have more experience than

males, both in terms of "frequency

of babysitting " and

"number of experiences shared with children " .
H2:

There is no significant difference in experience

with children on the basis of ability to defer gratification,
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both obj e ctive ly and subjectively defined.
H2 is re j e ct e d.

Young mothers and regular high school

f e males had s ignificantly greater expe ri e nce with children
than potential dropout females.

Define subjectively how-

ever, this differ e nce is probably not significant.
H3:

There is no significant difference in attitudes

about the experiences had with children on the basis of
gender .
H3 is r e jected.

Females significantly enjoyed the

experiences they had with children more than males.

How-

ever, ma l es did not mind sharing activities with children.
H4:

There is no significant difference in attitudes

about the expe ri e nces had with children on the basis of
ability to d e fer gratification, both objectively and subjectively .
H4 is r e jected.

Young mothers and females in r egular

high school e njoy their experiences with children more than
potential dr o pout females , and "future education" males
enjoy their experience s with children more than "noneducation" mal e s.

However, males in b oth categories did

not mind s h aring activities with children.
Implications for Parent Educ ation:
A Synthesis of Lit e rature & Results
A n ee d for parent education for regular high school
students has been recognized by federal and s tat e governments , local school districts, and private charitable
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organizations.

The lit eratu re has substantiated that a

skill deficit exists in the case of the young parent, and
such a deficit contributes to "intolerance and ins e nsitivity"

(d e Lissovoy, 1973) of the young par ent t oward their

young children .

This study has compared the interests,

concerns, expectations, and exper i e nces that regular high
school students have regarding children with those of the
young mothe r and the potential dropout t o develop implications for parent education.

Each group will be examined

in the contexts of what the literature has said about their
need and response to parent education and what this st udy
has determined.
Regular High School Students
Although not particularly int eres ted in parenting
matters ( de Lissov oy , 1978; Weaver, 1977) and not developmentally ready to int egrate parenting responsibility into
their lives (Cohen, 1973), the adolescent in regular high
school is offered a panacea for poor parenting by federal
and state governments and l ocal school districts.

Parent

educati on, in this case, is pres cribed to prevent poor
parenting in much the same manner that aspirin might be
prescribed to prevent the onse t of a cold or flu.

de

Lissovoy (1978) suggested that the lat ent dysfunction of
inadvertantly encouraging young marriage and childbearing
may occur as a consequence of thi s treatment.

Parent

education for the regu l ar high schoo l student has been
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criticized as biing a "white elephant" in the classroom
(de Lissovoy, 1978), and the literature suggests that
there are better ways of preparing young people for parenthood than utilizing an academic setting to disperse parenting information (de Lissovoy, 1978; Malony, 1978; King,
1975) .

The literature reviewed the negative effects

characterizing young marriage and ear ly childbearing, suggesting that maturity, rather than knowledge and skills,
may be more important in effect ive parenting.

This maturity

comes by effective l y meeting the developmental. tasks of
adolescence , which include resolving the identity crisis,
acquiring sex-appropriate role behavior, and committing
oneself to an occupation and/or a lifestyle or set of
values (Adams & Looft. 1977).

de Lissovy (l.978) suggested

that helping the adol es cent achieve those goals be the
function of a "pre-parent" education program.
If int eres t is the criteria of relevance in parent
education, and if perceived relevance is a motivating
factor in learning (McCandless, 197), then adolesc ents
in regular high school are not very motivated to learn
about parenting , when compared with subjects they perceive
to be far more relevant.
As a conversation topic, regu l ar adolescents would
rather discuss subjects such as "money", the "opposite
sex". "cl othes" (femal es) and "sports" (males).
book topic, they wou ld rather read about

As a

How to Get and
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Keep the Job You Want, How to Win Friends and Influ ence
Pe ople, Hobbies for Fun and Profit, and Guiness Book of
Records (males).

The topics of s uch books are faily con-

sistent with interests in conversational topics, "money",
"friends" , and "fun".
about marriage.

Females are int eres t ed in reading

As a course preference, parenting is

number "1" within the specified list of course alt e rnatives
for females, but males were not inter es ted in it. Lea rning
about marriage through coursework, however, was ranked
favorably ("2") by both male and female.
concerned a b out parenting or marriag e .

They are not
They are concerned

about money, physical development, vocation.

Males are

concerned about school.
King (1975) stated that clothing, feeding and housing
(money and vocational matters) and maintaining the health
of children (physical development matt ers ) are essential
to e ff ective parenting.

The goals in producing effective

parents out of regular high school students could, by
virtue of adolescent interests, focus on such matters.
If the criteria of relevance of parent education is
a lack of knowledge about child development, then it is
interesting that although adolescents need to improve
their knowledge of child development, they sti ll know as
much or more than young mothers.

Indeed, they do not

impose such stringent demands and expectations upon
children as young mothers do.

The lack of knowledge about
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development was not dramatic, and the adolescents in this
study were generally reasonable in their expectations of
child development.

However, Weaver's (1977) samp l e were

more realistic in their responses.
If experience with children produced a positive
effect on the adolescents' enjoyment of children, it is
interesting that adolescents already generally enjoy
sharing experiences with children.

If their l eve l of en-

joyment is any prophecy of their level of enjoyment of
children during actual parenting, then the future looks
bright--if they become parents when ready to do so.
High school can help these adolescents become ready
for par e nting.

By maintaing the interest, motivation, and

attendance of the student through out the moratorium of
adolescence, many of the problems of ear ly childbearing
and rearing are circumvented.
There is a mismatch between adolescent interests and
developmental needs and the goals of parent education.
These goals must focus not on the child that will b e the
responsibility of the adolescent someday, but on the adolescent who must prepare himself to be responsible for that
child .
de Lissovoy (1977) describes such a course as a "preparent education program", facilitating the adolescent's
resolution of the identity crisis, and assisting the
adolescent in moving forward toward the identification
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of occupational choices and an ideological commitment.
"Adult Living", "Patterns for Successful Living", or
other sellable title s can remove stigmata attach e d to
homemaking courses for males and encourage adolescents to
avail themselves of the opportunity provided.
young Mothers
Young mothers ar e the most interested in parent ing,
but still not developmentally ready to assume the responsibi lit y for parenting (C ohen , 1973).

Typically,if they

are not already assuming the sole responsibility for
parenting, they soon shall be, as the divorce and
separation f o r young marriages is high (Nye, 1976; Alan
Guttmacher Institute, 1976).

The demands on young mothers

to perform as a parent is therefore greater than older
mothers.
Although young mothers do not talk about parenting
any more than regular high school females, they are more
interested in reading about it

(and marriage) and taking

courses about it (and marriage).
more parenting concerns.

They have understandably

Of greater concern to young

mothers than parenting, is money and their own complexion,
weight and height.

Young mothers indicated that they have

a significantly greater amount of personal concerns, than
other students.
Young mothers defin it e ly are more liberal in their
expectation of child development than regular high school
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students, and they tend to have more unrealistic expectations of their children.

It is an interesting parallel

that not only might demands on the young mother be greatest,
but demands upon their children as imposed by young
mothers might also be the greatest.

Lack of education on

the part of the parents, increased poverty and dependency
on the parents, substantially increased risk of birth
defects, and abnormality, coupled with these high demands
can be contributing factors to Osofsky's (1973) finding
that compared to date for the population as a whole,
children of adolescents face guarded social prognosis and
poor educational attainment.
Had regular high school, family, or society been effective in helping the young mother avoid her present
situation, her prognosis as well as the prognosis of the
child would have been more favorable.
in this sample were all in school.

The young mothers

Education, according

to McClaughlin (1977) is one of the more, if not one of
the most, potentially powerful "reversers" of this poor
prognosis.

Other young mothers are not so fortunate.

Campbell (1968) said,
The girl who has an illegitimate child at the age
of 16 suddenly has 9~1o of her life's scr ipt written
for her. She will probably drop out of school,
even if someone else in her family helps to take
care of the baby; she will probably not be able to
find a steady job that pays enough to provide for
herself and her child; she may feel impelled to
marry someone she might not have otherwise chosen.
Her life choices are few and most of them are bad.
(p . 202).
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Young girls who become pregnant simp l y stop attending
school; as does the young father who must face the responsibility of providing for his family .

Identification of

these young peop l e by schoo l staff members is importa nt,
so that counseling can be given both the young mo th er and
the putative father c oncerning educationa l and soc ial
services available them. At the very l eas t, both parents
shou l d b e enc ouraged to stay in school.

If the young

father must work, high school corr es pondence opportunities
should be made available and inc entives should b e offe r ed
to encourage t h e young father to complete his educat ion.
Becaus e the need for increased parenting ski ll s is so
obvi ou s, and becaus e interests, concerns, and e nj oyme nt o f
children i s greater in this group than any other, young
mothers should b e given ed ucation for parenthood with in
their high school program.
Research should a l so substantiate the int eres t s and
needs of y oung fathers in parent education, and the
interests and n eeds of young parents who are n o t involved
in high sch ool .

These ado l es cents must also n ee d parent

education, as their probl e m involves not only a resource
deficit, but a knowl edge d ef icit as we ll.

Inc e ntives

s hould be given adolescents in such a case to invo l ve
thems e lv es in parent education, and this study i ndicates
that such an incentive could be Inone y--as a ll adolescents
are so inter es ted a n d c onc e rned about money.

Tax br e aks
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or monetary payment could be given adolescent parents who
e nroll in parent education courses.

The cost to socie ty

might be minimal compared to the monetary outlay involved
in the welfare services given as a result of poor parenting procedures.
Pot ential Dropouts
Potential d!;opouts, by virtue of their non-educational
aspirations, indicated in this study a propensity toward
ear lier marriage and childbearing than regular high school
students .

P ote ntial dropouts are also potential parents,

and they hav e the same needs for knowl edge and skills
regarding parenting as other students.

Their inter ests

and concerns, knowledge and expectations regarding children
were also examined.

This study suggests that they may be

more vulnerable to ear ly parenting than regular high
school students because of their tendency toward "nondeferrment of gratification".

The def er rment of gratifi-

cation construct yielded significant results in comparing
most of the aspects of this study.
If more vulnerable to early parenting, adolescents
in potential drop out programs are more interested in parenting matters than adolescents in regular high school.

This

difference was demonstrated in terms of a conversational
topic and a book topic (although differences by gender
were more salient than differences by ability to differ
gratification, these differences were still significant).
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They are not more interested in parenting as a course preference or an adult priority, and they are not more nor
less concerned about parenting than adolescents in regular
high school .

Potential dropouts are most interested in

money and future vocation, the opposite sex, and hobbies.
They were significantly more concerned about money than
regular high school stude nts, and as a priority, they
ranked the things that money could buy (car/pickup and a
home) high er than regular high school students.
Potential dropouts did not know significantly more
nor less about child development. They had less experience
with children, and enjoyed the exp eriences less that they
did have with children than regular high school students
and young mothers.

However, they still indicated that they

eit h er enj oyed or didn't mind the exper iences they shared
with childre n .
Lik e regular high schoo l st ud ents, "pre-parenting"
ed ucation seems to fit more into the schema of the interests
and needs of the future parent current l y enrol l ed in a
potential dropout program.

Their strong interests in

money, the opposite sex, vocation, and hobbies are all
pertinent to parenting, as parents should have an effective
marital dyad, be able to support their children, and have
fun for themselves as well as with their childr e n.

As

more vulnerable to early parenting, it is fortunate that
an attempt has been made to keep these students in school
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so that they can gain the knowledge, skills, and maturity
essential in effective parenting.
Suggestions for Improvement in Further
Studies of Adolescents and
Parent Education
One of the major goals of good research is to be able
to exp lain as comprehensively as possible the mechanisms
that control behavior.

Expanding upon prior research

in a "building block" fashion enables social scientists
to understand more fully the laws that govern behaviors.
The major strength of this study was that it used this
"building block" approach to expanding research.

This

study is instrumental in validifying Weaver's (1977)
"Adolescent Interest Survey ".

The strength of this survey

is that it assesses the relative interests of adolescents
within a constellation of inter ests, rather than soliciting
socially acceptable "yeses " to anyone inter est .
The use of additional independent variables in this
study explained more of the mechanisms that control the
behaviors (interests, expectations, and experiences regarding children) of adolescents.

Preparation for parenthood

is considered by this study to be esse ntial to all ado l escents.

Young mothers, potential dropouts and r egular high

school students represent various orientations towards
their future role of parent.

This study examined only
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two of those orientations:

gender and gratification.

Other independent variab l es, if examined, would explain
more of the variance within the dependent variab l es of
interests, expe ctations , and experiences of adolescents
regarding parenting and parent education.

Intelligence

Qu ot i e nt, age, experience with children, the enjoyment of
expe riences with children, religosity, club membership
and many other independent variables could be used.

Inter-

pr et ing the exp lanation of the variance through multivariate analysis would yield valuable insight into more of
the many mechanisms that control the dependent variables
measured here.
Th e use of other dependent variables also would b e
useful.

The most important question in this study posed

to adolescents was, "How interested are you in parenting
and parent education."

very" .

The response, in essence was IInet

Perhaps the response would not be so different if

thi s same ques ti on was posed the adolescent's parents.
If the question was posed, "How meaningful is your (future)
role of parenting to you?" the response may have been
mor e positive .
The dependent variables of expectations of child
development and experiences with children were also
examined. Eight questions are probably not sufficient to
expl ore the differences of adolescents regarding expectations of child development.

The findings of this study
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suggest that amplifying r e search in the area of adolescent's
expectations and knowledge of child development would
yield some interesting and effective solutions to the
problems of adolescent parenting.

Experiences with children

could have served not only as a dependent variabl"e, but
also as an independent variable .

The literature suggests

that ex periences with children might be a basic issue in
the retention of parenting knowledge dispersed through
education for parenthood programs.
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APPENDIX A

"Adolescent Int e rest Survey"

AOOLESCEHT INTEREST SURV&Y

Biographical Data

I.

' ' ' _ _ _ Crade _

__ Su___

very rel1gioua
aoderat.dy ullgioua
Do you con.sider youredf (please circle correct. one) al1ghtly rel1g10ua ?
not rellg10ua

PleaM put dolUl the atoe that you th1nk you Will be when (and if) you do 5O..e of the following thinge.
00 NGT uapond to ar.:J i t. . t hat OOES NOT apply to you.

~Get

your drivera licenae (if you have
Graduate fro. high achool

OM

put age when you got it)

~!t~~:r;'!'!-:~~~e~:°!r v~~~~b;ChOOl

a
or college (lncludlng Meretarlal or beauty echool or nurae e tr&ln1ng)
- - - G e t aarrlec1 (1t you do not plan on aarry1ng. 00 Nar RESPOND)
Hav. IQ' fl,ret child (U you do not plan on having children, IX> Nar RESPOND)
INSTUUc:fIONS

Ve are intereated in knowing wh&t. 'tOUR interest. are. For each section below, pleae RANK ORIER the groupe of five
(~~i~~ a~~~l~~t!;e;!in!~e toplc you are HOST int.reated In (2) the NEXT .oat interesting top1.c and ao on down to
t%AHPlB I Moat people have cert&.1n dreaJIIa or hopea of what t hey want in the future. A.. uming that you do not own or have
any of the tollolllng tMnp at t ho present tiu, pleaa. rank order the. according to the above inatructiona.
nelf clothea
~ ateadt boyfriend or girlfr1.end
~good job

-L-

-t-=::ntr1.118
Thia 1.ndiv1.dual. wanted a ateady date .IIore than any of the other choices, 110 ahe put (I) before "atea4y boyfrlend or
girlfr1.end-, She want.d nell clothea lIore than any at the r.llainlng choicee, eo ehe put (2) before "new cloth.... and
ao on. A good. job wa. Ie •• l..-port&nt than new clothea, and an 8ng&6ea8nt ring lI&e leaa i.IIportant. than a good. job.
An .irplan. waa Ieaet !aportant.
NOli ruJt order theM ctr..... according to the instruotions .

Here we are aaaU&1ng that anything 111 poUlble:

_ _ _ car/plckup
I tw.ab&nd/w1t.
- .- - own a ho. .
childr.n

==:
a.

nerllat1Dn&l aqu,l.,pynt. u.boat , QlYlper. reoreational vehicl.,

.no_Obll.~.

rine, etc. )
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~
own or trl.nde pazaonal appearanoe
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_ _ _t ho oppoal te a8:l:
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---,"0WlgU'

'0

the inatrl.lot1on ••

Group B
_ _ _.onay (in general 11ke the coet at thinga) .
_ _ _reading int.ensts (booka or aaguinea)
_ _ _future r oles .. parents (your tutlolH faaUy)
_ _ _ teachere (pereonality or falrne .. )
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~.2.S_

clothe.
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_ _ _ concern. auch as what kind ot perent I Will be
_ _ _new IIIl,)tion picturee

--_.port.
III,

Here are

.0/11.

tl tle. ot boou that have been popular.

Group A
_ _ _Holl to Vin hi.nd. and Influence People
Hobbl.e tor Pun and. Pront
How to ne a Good. Parent
Cache Tralls
Backyard Cooldng

IV,

~

_ _ _11011 t o Get and Keep the Job you \lant
Guineae Book at Recorda
Getting the Hoet of 'tour Car lnauranco Dollar
_ _ _Holl to Get AdaHteel to the College of 'tour Choice
_ _ _Making the Most of Marr1age

Let's .. au-e 101.1 have IIchedulad all the coursee you need tor gradua.tion and you have rooa in your echeelula to ta.ke one aor.
cour... Balow are !lv. pouible .lectivea, Plea.. rank oreler theae coursee according to the in.truct1one.
~

Beel Croee Firet 41d
Gounet Cooking
_ _ _Parenting and Infant
_ _ _Hunter '. Sarety
_ _ _Dra.ft1ng

v.

Pleaa.e rank order t heM ti tles according to t he instructiona.

Below is
aay not.

1,
2.

J.
4.

.s .

ear.

Group B
_ _ _Psycholo8Y
_ _ _Courtllhip and Marriage
_ _ _Tennis
_ _ _Woodworking
_ _ _Pottery

a

list at probl .. e which often bother students of your ~. SOlie of theM problua ..y be bothering you and 110••
Aa you r ead the liat, pick out thll probleaa which 8.ell to bother you and. circle thea.

oa-ple:don
breaking up l11th boy or girlfriend
.onlly tor tutur. ad.ucation
ne.d aor. Intarution on aex
what to do atter hlgh .chaol

6.
'/.

8.
9.
10.

not being at tracti v. to oppoal t. MX
concerned about baing a parent lIolieday
not eno~ clothes
teachers are unfair
concern about how ilLIcit aff.ction to shOll on a date:

n.

not knorlnS what to do on a date
concerned beCAUse I ... Jl;oody
MIOrrl ed about parental approval ot aate cholce
tro ubl e in keeping conversation solns
wonderlns if I'll be able to support a tuily

12.
13 ·
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

)6.

be ing crit1clzed by parente
think too such about sex
wondering if 1 '11 ever get BarTied
lack of self confidence
concerned about proper eex behavior
don't know ho w to epend mone ,. vieely
wondering if I 'll fi nd. euitable .ate
school Ie too IItrict
worried I will mia t reat lilY children

22.

23.
24.
25.

" " 26. \ferried about venereal dise&se
27. not aure if I want children
28. awkward about making or accepting a
29. concerned about ay physiCAl fitnesa
30. awkward in lIeetln& people

34 .

35.

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

parent. not undereta.nd1n& ••
al'raid of losing the one I 10Yll
tro uble controllillf> .y e.otlona
h.alth probleae
not .ura about ho w 1 will aaka a 1 children beha"

46.
47 .

pannt. uke too ll&lIy deela10na for . .
deCiding whether or not to SO to oollese
trouble beins nervous
IIchool work 1a t oo hard
decidins whether to get en~d

.ore

48.
49.
50.

not lII1x1ng well ldth the opposite eex
parent. not trusting lie
etow in gettlns to know people
not having dataa
deCiding whether to go eteady

51.
52.
53 .

date

54.

55.

56 .

wonderi ng if I'll be a successful w11'e/husband
nqt IInqll6tl .per~ng IIqney
nothing to talk about
need to dec1de on an occupation
being in love

31.
32.
33 .

not s-ttins alons with tunr
not settin& personal help tro. teachera
needins to knOll
a bout collep
needJ.n& advice about aarri~
need a job atter school

)8.

he 19ht (t.oo tall I too ehort)

21.

39.
40.

37 .

afraid I wo n' t be able to find a job attar high echool
ac~oql wor.k 111 ~ntft1"flatillfi
lack of a best friend
t.rouble &Akins decisionll
weight (underweight or oy"rweight.)

57 .

.\8.

59.
60 .

VI, Young people today have .. variety ot experience.. Ve would lih to know abo ut yo ur experiencell (it a nJ') with 10uns children
Dascrl'Md. below are a nueber of different experiencaa, Plaaaa circle the nueber of each one which 10U ha.,. done aon t han once,
After you have done that please undet'Hne whichever word deecrlMS best how 10U felt about doins that ~ticular thing.
gxAMPiE,

1.
2.

J,
IJ,

G

Rocked a baby to ,a~ I
Didn't Idnd/~did not e njoy

Thb indhidual enjoyed rockin& a baby to eteep, If' thia
person had r ocked a baby to sleep only once or ne .... r, t his
queation would be left &lone.

l'Iade a toy for a child
01dn't s 1nd/enjoyed/d.1d not enjoy
Looked after younger brothers or sistare
Didn 't. IOlnd/enjnyed/d.id not enjoy
Head (rOD booke to younger chlldren
Didn't dnd/.njoy.d/did not .njoy
Dreasad a child ~d f1 ve years or leas
Oldn't !dnd/enjoyed/did not enjoy

5 . .Fad.

dt~rt "".!i~ie:=d/d.1d

6,
7,
8,
9,

nQt snJoy

red a baby with a bottle
Didn't Jlind/enjoyed/did not en joy
Bathed a babr
!>il!n'~ alnd / enjoye.:1/ t.ld net a n.lay
Prepared a cooked .eal at home tor two or BOnt people
Didn't a lnd/enjoyed/did not enjor
Taken a baby or young child tor a walk
Didn ' t aind/finJoy&d/dld not enJoT

10. Put a

-:,:.a: .',.~':i1.n~~/:cl"!t

.njoy

Plea.. circle the answer that appl1es tc you,

..

How often do you babysit your brother. &. sieters?
b.
c.
d,

once a -onth or leas
t llO ti •• s a Bo"th
once a we.k or 1II0re

How otten do you babyelt eo.eone other than your brothers. sisters?
a. never
b. once a Bonth or leaa
c. t wo t1Jlea a ..onth
d, ones a we.k or aore

VII.

Children grOIl up very fast, !lere are 1I0lle question. a bout growing babies and JOun& children,
with the age at which )'ou thi nk the event will happen.
RUMPLE,

At what. age can you expect a SIdle froJ! .. baby?(pleaae aMlII!I'r in tern of aontha)

The r espondent here felt t hat a baby started to mdla at

It

Pl .... till in t he blank

--1i.

Months.

1,

At what sge do you think chlldren begin to reepo nd to a gaMe of' "peek-a-boo"? (in !lonthe) _ _ __

2,

How old 1a a baby when he takes his tint. st.ep without the aid of another parson?

J,

lihen is a. good tbe to start toilet t.r&1n1ng to help baby to atay dr1 ?

4,

When do you t hlnk a baby will be trained to have bowel Movesenta on the toilet ar potty?
accldent. will hap~n : (anll~r in teI'lls of months) _ _ _ _ __

(1n 1I0nths) _ _ _ __

(in Jlonthe) _ _ _ __
Of course, va know that

5,

At what &6'8 do aoat children begin to Il8II a spoon to teed theasehes? (In Bonths) _ _ _ _ __

6,

How old do you think .ost babies are when t he,. Bay their first real word--solMthins other than -dada"?
( 1n lIonths) _ __ _ _ __

7,

lihen 1s a good t.1_ to lltart teaching a child to !lind?

8.

At what 36e can you expect children to be able to tie ahoalaou? (aMwer in tems of years) _ _ _ __

9,

Ple ... circle the la'l ter besld6 the anawer IIhi ch 10U belleve 1a correct.
Let's say t he baby 111 fed and dry, How much crylng can JOY .xpect trOll. baby for no apparent reaeon?
a.
b,
c,
d,

About ho w ol d vO l hi'! be?

Should not. cry at all ,
Very little but then only whsn they W&nt sOll.ething .
The] cry only tf t hey're epolled.
You can expect a lot of crying,

(t1'l .onths) _ _ _ _ __

APPENDIX B

Section V Key

The problems listed in section five re pr esent 12
categor i es .

The problems are listed below in the ir

respect ive categories.
Physical Development
weight (und e rwe ight or ove rwe ight)
health problems
h e ight (too tall; t oo s h or t)
concerned about my physical fitness
complexion
Money
not e nough spending money
don't know how t o spend money wisely
not e nough clothes
money for future educa ti on
need a job after school
Dating
not having dates
awkward in making or ac c epting dates
not mixing well with opposite sex
not b ei ng attractive to opp osi t e sex
not knowing what do do on a date
concern about how much af f ecti on to show on dates
n ee d more information about sex
conce rne d about proper sex b e hav ior
concerned about pr o p e r sex b e havior
worried about venerea l diseas e
think to o much about sex
Courtship
deciding whether
deciding whethe r
being in love
afraid of losing
breaking up with

t o get engag e d
to go steady
the one I love
a boy or girlfriend

Marriage
wondering if I'll e v er g e t married
n eeding advice about marriage
wondering if I'll find a suitable mate
wondering if I'll be a s ucce ssful wife/husband
worried about par e ntal approval of mate choice

11 9

Par e nting
wondering if I'll ever b e able t o support a family
not s ur e about how I will mak e my childr e n b e h ave
not sure if I want childr e n
concerned about being a par e nt someday
worried I will mistreat my childr e n
Friends
l ack a best friend
slow in getting to know people
trouble in ke e ping conversation going
awkward in meeting p eople
nothing to talk about
Fami ly
par e nts not understanding me
b e ing criticize d by parents
not getting along with family
parents make too many decisions for me
par e nts not trusting me
Vocation
n eed advice on what to do after high school
n eed to decide on an occupation
deciding wh ether or not to go to college
n eed ing to know more about college
afraid I won't b e able to find a job aft er high s choo l
School
----schoo l wo rk is too hard
school work is unint e r es ting
t eache rs ar e unfair
sch oo l is too strict
n o t get ting p e rsonal h e lp from teachers
Personal
lack se lf-c onfidence
concerned becau se I am moody
trouble contr olling my emotions
trouble being nervous
trouble making decisions

APPENDIX C
INFORMED CONSENT FORH

UTAH ST"TE UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF F,'M,L' ~ ,"UMAN DEVELOPME/-IT
.....;,,,(' ~'3
LOGAN, Ui"AH

84322

UTAH

STATE

UNIVERSITY

LOGAN, UTAH 8 4 3 22
COLLEGE OF FAMILY LIFE

DEPARTMENT OF
FAMILY AND

September 26, 1978

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
UMC 29

Dear Parent:

We at the Department of Family and Human Development at Utah State University
feel that a consideration of the interests that adolescents have is essenti al in
effective curriculum planning. To find out wr.at those interests are, we are conducting resea,ch in your teenage youth's classroom on the first week in Oct ob er.
We are asking your permission to consult your "expert" on the interests that young
people have.
The research will consist solely of a questionnaire that asks questions about
the types of courses adolescents enjoy, what adolescents like to talk about with
their friends, what types of books adolescents like to read, etc. This questionnaire will take thirty minutes or less of class time to complete. Those who have
helped us in this study have found the questions interesting and enioyable.
No one will know what answers your student gives~ as no names are recorded on
the questionnaire. A copy of the results w'ill be presented the Logan School District
in appreciation for their cooperation. I.e really need your help and will appreciate
it very much if you would sign the statement below, which will allow your student
to parti c ipate in our research . PLEASE help us out.

If you have ANY QUESTIONS or concerns whatsoever, please contact either
Katrina Hiller or Dr. Glen Jenson at the numbers listed below. Please send this
sheet with your signed permission with your student to class as soon as possible.
We will be conducting this research next week, arid need all of the permission slips
by this friday, September 29, 1978.
Thank you very much for your help.

Katrina H. Hiller
Principal Investigator
753-3121

Project Supervisor
752-4100 ext. 7608 or 752-9019 (home phone)
STATEHENT
I am willing to have
research by filling out a questionnaire.

(student's name) help in the
(parents signature)

17Z
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